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Executive Summary
WEDISTRICT in general:
Responding to the EU’s Heating and Cooling Strategy, WEDISTRICT project proposes the
development/installation of clean, smart, and flexible DHC systems to demonstrate 100%
fossil-free heating and cooling solution in district networks by integrating multiple renewable
energy sources and existing excess heating, as a tool for reaching the EU climate goals.
Four demonstrators will be developed in Spain, Poland, Romania, and Sweden, integrating
different technologies (solar, solar cooling, thermal storage, biomass boiler, geothermal-PV
hybridization, waste heat recovery with fuel cells), according to principles of energy
efficiency operation, costs limitation, sustainable premises, and reduced
maintenance. The project will also integrate sustainable business models and will aim at
engaging the citizens.
In order to achieve WEDISTRICT’s ambitious goals, 9 upgraded renewable technologies
has been developed to be integrated into 4 real DHC sites in Spain, Romania, Poland, and
Sweden for DHC generation.
D3.1 Technologies Design:
This document reports information about the Technologies Design and concerns the
following groups of technologies: Concentration Solar Technologies; Geothermal - PV
Hybridization; Solar Cooling Technologies; Optimized Heat Storage; Low-Emission Biomass
Boiler; Waste Heat Recovery. Thus, the upgraded technologies are grouped as follows:

Figure 1. Groups of WEDISTRICT upgraded renewable technologies.
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The WEDISTRICT solutions will be applied across the real DHC sites as follows:

Figure 2. Implementation of the upgraded renewable technologies in the real DHC sites.

Overall, the report sections are divided into four sub-sections per each technology group.
Firstly, general state-of-the-art descriptions are introduced, followed by the performed
technology developments within the first 12 months of the WEDISTRICT project.
Followingly, the report contains each current technology group status (M12) and lists the
latest engineering documents (appendices) along with the respective project partner’s plans
for the following work to be performed within each technology during the next 6 months of the
project.

Disclaimer
Any dissemination of results must indicate that it reflects only the author's view and that the
Agency, and the European Commission are not responsible for any use that may be made of
the information it contains.
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Abbreviations
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
ACU

Air-Cooling Unit / Alternating Current

APH

Air Pre-Heating

CHPP

Combined Heat and Power Plant

CSP

Concentrated Solar Power

CPC

Compound Parabolic Concentrator

CW

Cold Water

DC

Direct Current or Data Centre (the latter only in Section 2.6)

DCWH

Data Centres Waste Heat

DEC

Direct Evaporative Coolers

DHC

District Heating and Cooling

DRC

Dry Refrigeration Cooler

DW

Desiccant Wheel

ETC

Evacuated Tubular Collectors

FC

Fuel Cells

FCU

Fan Coil Units

FGC

Flue Gas Condensation

FPC

Flat Plate Collectors

GHP

Ground-Source Heat Pump

GPP

Gross Payback Period

GWP

Global Warming Potential

HEX, HX

Heat Exchanger

HOP

Heat Only Plant

HPC

High Performance Computing
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HTF

Heat Transfer Fluid

HVAC

Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning

HW

Hot Water

IAM

Incidence Angle Modifier

IAQ

Indoor Air Quality

IEC

Indirect Evaporative Coolers

IRR

Internal Rate of Return

LFC

Linear Fresnel Collectors

NPV

Net Present Value

OA

Outdoor Air

O&M

Operation & Maintenance

PEM

Proton Exchange Membrane

PP

Payback Period

PTES

Pit Thermal Energy Storage

RACU

Renewable Air-Cooling Unit

RES

Renewable Energy Source(s)

SA

Supply Air

SHS

Sensible Heat Storage

SOFC

Solid Oxide Fuel Cell

SS

Solar Salt

TES(S)

Thermal Energy Storage (System)

TRL

Technology Readiness Level

TMY

Typical Meteorological Year

WHR

Waste Heat Recovery

WSP

Web Service Protocol
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1 Introduction to WEDISTRICT technologies
1.1 Background
WEDISTRICT in general:
Heating and cooling in buildings and industry represent the largest energy end-use in
Europe, with 50% of the total EU’s annual energy consumption. Renewables are not widely
used in the sector, with 84% of heating and cooling still generated from fossil fuels and only
16% generated from renewable energy.
This issue is of crucial importance if the EU aims to reach its energy and climate objectives,
especially when it comes to attaining the 2050 goal of an 80-95% reduction in greenhouse
gases compared to 1990’s levels. The heating and cooling sector must respond to this
demand, and sharply reduce its energy consumption and cut its use of fossil fuels.
The EU’s Heating and Cooling Strategy, has promoted an extensive package of specific
proposals leading to a notable evolution of the Heating and Cooling sector, highlighting the
following:
-

-

To help buildings and industry shift to efficient and decarbonised energy systems
based on renewable energy sources and waste heat use.
To integrate smart homes and buildings (i.e., DHC digitalization), which use
automation and controls to serve their occupants better and to provide flexibility for
the system through reducing and shifting demand and thermal storage.
To integrate thermal storage (in buildings and district heating) into flexibility and
balancing mechanisms of the energy system.
To make consumers the centre of this strategy, using modern technologies and
innovative solutions to shift to a smart, efficient, and sustainable heating and cooling
system.

Responding to the EU’s Heating and Cooling Strategy, WEDISTRICT project proposes the
development of clean, smart, and flexible DHC systems to demonstrate 100% fossil-free
heating and cooling solution in district networks by integrating/aggregating multiple
renewable energy sources and existing excess heating, as a tool for reaching the EU climate
goals. Four demonstrators will be developed in Spain, Poland, Romania, and Sweden,
integrating nine upgraded renewable solutions, which will be optimally managed by an ICT
management system. The project will also integrate sustainable business models and will
aim at engaging the citizens.
The overall objective is to demonstrate a DHC solution relying on renewable
technologies, thermal storage, and heat recovery technologies that, altogether, satisfies the
heating and cooling demand on its whole in new DHC systems and 60-100% on retrofitted
DHC. The process to achieve this goal will rely on a better valorisation of local resources
and the implementation of solutions, such as molten salts tanks, that allow the interaction
with other energy networks in order to increase the flexibility of the system, thus
optimizing its behaviour.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
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Such process will require a high level of cooperation between all involved parties, from
promoters to end users, which facilitates to identify and address each of their requirements in
an early stage. This will be essential in order to reduce inefficiencies over the project’s
lifecycle.
Within the 10 specific technical objectives (STOs) of the WEDISTRICT project, it is important
to consider the following with their impact on the lean’s philosophy:
-

-

The development of 100% renewable DHC based on an optimal combination of
local renewable energy sources (RES).
The optimal integration of new systems (advanced thermal storage) to increase
the efficiency of the DHC system.
The reuse of waste heat (DCWH) to feed DHC network.
The integration of Advanced Digitalization technologies to smartly manage
production, storage, distribution, and consumption of DHC to increase
efficiency of networks.
The possible investment profitability of the project while developing sustainable
business models.
The promotion of citizen participation and public acceptance.

The different technologies to be integrated within the WEDISTRICT project (solar, solar
cooling, thermal storage, biomass boiler, geothermal-PV hybridization, and waste heat
recovery with fuel cells) has been individually developed to a level of pre-industrialization,
according to principles of energy efficiency operation, costs limitation, sustainable
premises, and reduced maintenance.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement N°857801
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1.2 Scope
D3.12 WEDISTRICT Technologies for DHCs:
The purpose of this document is to gather, summarise, elaborate, and improve information of
relevance from e.g., WP2 Concept Design & Requirements, T2.3 Due diligence and
feasibility analysis for new and retrofitted District, and other references, in order to give the
reader a detailed overview of the developed technologies in the WEDISTRICT Project. Thus,
the main goal of this document will be to define the technologies developed for the DHC
generation in each demo-site. This deliverable will cover all tasks included in WP3, as
defined in the D.1.1 Project Management Plan of WEDISTRICT within WP3 task distribution.

Task
No.

Task Name

Task
Leader

Main Outputs

Associated
Deliverable

T3.1

Concentration solar
technologies for DHCs supply

ACSP

Technology
developed

D3.1, D3.2, D3.3,
D3.4, D3.12

T3.2

Geothermal-PV hybridization

UPB

Technology
developed

D3.1, D3.5, D3.12

T3.3

Solar cooling technologies
applied in DHCs

UCO

Technology
developed

D3.1, D3.6, D3.7,
D3.12

T3.4

Optimized heat storage

UPM

Technology
developed

D3.1, D3.8, D3.9,
D3.12

T3.5

Low-emission biomass boiler

CER

Technology
developed

D3.1, D3.10, D3.12

T3.6

Waste heat recovery in DHCs

IREC

Technology
developed

D3.1, D3.11, D3.12

1.3 Objectives
The objective of this deliverable is to give an overall description of the design basis and
current status of each of the above-listed upgraded renewable technologies to be
implemented across the four DHC sites.
Thus, the report defines the respective technologies and their associated prototypes,
introducing first, the relevant state-of-the-art descriptions, followed by the performed
technology developments within the first 18 months of the WEDISTRICT project. Following,
the report lists of the latest technical documents such as data sheets, technical
specifications, brochures etc. along with the contact information of each technological partner
involved in the project.
The report sub-sections are completed by each project partner that possess the information
of relevance for each technology prototype, status, future work, etc. The information is
collected and reviewed by Aalborg CSP (ACSP) and Rambøll (RAM).
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2 WEDISTRICT Technologies
In this section, the following WEDISTRICT technologies are presented in relation to T3.1T3.6 and deliverables D3.2-D3.11:
Task

Related Deliverables / Topics
Section 2.1 Concentration Solar Technologies
D3.2

Concentrated Solar Collectors for DHCs

Involved
partner

16

SOL/SEE

23
2.1

D3.3

Fresnel Collectors for DHCs

SOL/SEE

25

D3.4

Concentrated flat plate collectors for DHCs

SEE/SOL

26

Section 2.2 Geothermal - PV Hybridization

UPB

T3.2

32
2.2

D3.5

Geothermal-PV Hybridization for DHCs supply

UPB/ISPE

34

UCO

42

Section 2.3 Solar Cooling Technologies
D3.6

Air cooling technology

UCO/URV

D3.7

High-efficiency absorption chiller

URV/UCO

45

UPM

51

Section 2.4 Optimized Heat Storage
T3.4

Starting
page

ACSP

T3.1

T3.3

Report
section

2.3

D3.8

Molten salts for DHCs thermal storage

FERT/DHECO

D3.9

Water tank for DHCs thermal storage

UPM/ACC

67

CER

72

Section 2.5 Low-Emission Biomass Boiler
T3.5
D3.10

Low-emission high efficiency biomass boiler
for DHCs supply

D3.11

Waste heat recovery from data centre to
district heating

58

2.5
CER/UPM

74

IREC

80

Section 2.6 Waste Heat Recovery
T3.6

2.4

45

2.6
IREC/RISE

80

Table 1 Overview of WEDISTRICT technologies, related tasks, deliverables and involved project partners.

Overall, the sections will be divided into the following four sub-sections: (with X ∈ [1-6])

•
•
•
•

2.X.1: Technology General Description
2.X.2: Technology Development for WEDISTRICT
2.X.3: Technical documents
2.X.4: Contact information

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
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2.1 Concentration Solar Technologies
2.1.1 Technology General Description
As introduced in Table 1, this section describes, after the general concept classification,
three concentration solar technologies: The parabolic trough collector, the linear Fresnel
collector, as well as the flat-plate collector.
2.1.1.1 Solar Collector Concept Classification
Solar collector technologies
Solar collectors are a special kind of heat exchangers that transform solar radiation into heat.
In solar collectors the energy transfer is relying entirely on radiation heat transfer on a huge
distance. The heat flux of incident solar radiation under optimal conditions is approximately
1100 W/m2 without optical concentration. However, some solar collector technologies involve
optical concentration to increase the temperature potential [1].
Solar collectors are typically divided into stationary and tracking solar collectors. Stationary
solar collectors are flat-plate solar collectors including vacuum tube collectors. Flat-plate
collectors are usually not tracking solar collectors.
Tracking solar collectors, which are the focus of this technology assessment, can further be
divided into linear and point focus solar collectors. Parabolic troughs and Fresnel are
examples of linear focus solar collectors, while tower and parabola are examples of point
focus solar collectors.
The SEENSO concept of a new low concentration solar collector, entitled Tracking
Concentrator with Fixed Tilt solar thermal Collector (i.e., TC-FTC) represents a case in
between both concepts. The solar collector concepts can generally be classified as follows.
Note that the classification is further elaborated in the following sections.

Stationary
collectors
Collector
concept
Tracking
collectors

Flat-plate
(FPC)
Vacuum
tube
Linear
focus

E.g. PTC,
LFC

Point
focus

E.g. tower,
parabola

Figure 3. Classification of solar collector arrays according to their collector concept [1].

Stationary solar collectors
As seen in Figure 3, there are in general terms two different types of stationary (non-tracking)
solar collectors: Flat-plate collectors (FPC) and vacuum tube collectors. Flat-plate collectors
are simply wooden or, more commonly, metal boxes with transparent top cover glazing.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
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Below the glazing is placed a dark coloured absorber plate on which a number of flow pipes
are attached. The bottom and sides of the box is usually insulated e.g., with mineral wool.
An example of a flat plate collector is
shown in Figure 4.
The sunlight travels through the glazing
and hits the absorber sheet which
absorbs most of the light and converts it
into heat.
The heat is then transferred to the flow
pipes through which liquid flows. The
liquid is slowly heated by the heat from
the absorber, thereby cooling the pipes
and the absorber and transporting the
heat to a storage and/or the end user.

Figure 4. An example of the layers in a flat plate collector [2].

Vacuum tube collectors (also known as Evacuated Tubular Collectors or ETC) consist of a
number of parallel glass tubes, and within each tube an absorber pipe is placed.
The glass tubes are sealed at both ends and evacuated so that there is vacuum in the space
between the glass tubes and the metal (or glass) pipes. This vacuum works as an insulation
for the absorber pipes, thereby limiting the convective heat loss from the absorber pipe.
Flat-plate and vacuum tube solar collectors have the advantage that they can utilize more of
the light from the sun in that they use both the direct normal irradiation (DNI) and the diffuse
horizontal irradiation (DHI), whereas high concentrating solar collectors utilize the DNI only
and low concentrating solar collector lose part of the DHI.
This is because the DNI is
parallel beams of light that can
be focussed through a lens or a
curved reflective surface, while
the DHI is diffuse, i.e., scattered
light, which means that it cannot
be focussed.
The Sun’s light is partially
scattered by the atmosphere
causing light to come from other
points in sky than the sun disk.
DNI and DHI are further shown
in the figure to the right.

Figure 5. Direct normal irradiance (DNI) and diffuse
horizontal irradiance (DHI) [3].

Flat-plate and vacuum tube solar collectors can be fitted with movable plane mirrors along
one or both the length edges of the rows. The mirrors will move in relation with the Sun’s
movement and thereby increase the sunlight that hits the collector’s absorber plate.
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Tracking solar collectors
Tracking solar collectors can in general be defined as solar collectors that adjust their, or
parts of their, structure’s position in accordance with the position of the Sun. Tracking solar
collectors can be either single axis or dual axis tracking solar collectors.
Single axis can, as the name implies, only move around one axis to adjust the collector to
focus it on the sun. Since single axis solar collectors are limited to move only around one
axis, they usually incur in slight losses of solar radiation at the ends of the collectors.
This is due to the fact that the angle of the light going into a reflective surface is equal to the
angle of the radiation leaving the reflective surface. This means that the sunlight that hits the
reflector at one end, hits the absorber a little away from the corresponding end, while the
radiation that hits the collector at the other end, misses the absorber.

Figure 6. Illustration of PTC end losses [4].

Concentrating solar collectors
Tracking solar collectors are not necessarily concentrating solar collectors but it is not very
practical to move flat-plate or vacuum tube solar collectors so that they face the sun, since
the flat-plate and vacuum solar collectors usually are installed in long serially connected
rows. On the other hand, concentrating solar collectors need to be tracking, as the focal point
or line of the solar collector needs to follow the sun position in the sky.
Different tracking options exist: the absorber can move with the focal point/line, or the
collector needs to move in order to keep the focal point/line stationary, or both the collector
and the absorber will move in such a way that the focal point/line is kept on the absorber.
It is desirable for many applications to produce higher value heat, i.e., heat at higher
temperature than usually possible with flat-plate solar collectors. By decreasing the surface
from which the heat losses occur, it is possible to decrease the heat losses, and thereby
increase the temperature of the delivered heat. This can be achieved by placing an optical
device between the radiation heat source and the absorber surface. If a heating surface has
the same temperature as the flat-plate solar collector and a smaller surface area, the heat
loss from the smaller surface is smaller.
Concentrators can be either refractors or reflectors. They may be flat and focus onto an
“plane”, cylindrical and thus focus along a “line”, or circular and focus onto a “point”, as
shown in the following figure.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
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Figure 7 shows (a) tubular absorbers with diffuse back reflector; (b) tubular absorbers with
specular cusp reflectors; (c) plane receiver with plane reflectors; (d) parabolic concentrator;
(e) Fresnel reflector; (f) array of heliostats with central receiver.

Figure 7. Possible concentrating configurations [1].

The six examples in Figure 7 show a few of the many possible types of concentrators usable
for increasing the flux of radiation onto receivers.
Linear solar collectors
Linear solar collectors concentrate sunlight along a line or axis. Linear solar collectors are
single axis tracking collectors. In general, linear solar collectors are either PTCs or LFCs,
where the sun’s light is concentrated onto the length of a receiver tube absorber.
2.1.1.2 Parabolic Trough Collectors (PTCs)
Parabolic trough collectors – or simply,
parabolic troughs – reflect the sun’s rays onto
a receiver pipe filled with a heat transfer fluid
such as water, heat transfer oil or molten salt.
The parabolic troughs may have a special
glass vacuum tube guaranteeing lower heat
losses, thus providing stable energy production
even at middle temperatures, as the receiver
pipe has very low heat loss.
Figure 8. Parabolic troughs [5].

Conventional sun-tracking technology
Conventional parabolic trough collectors use highly reflective materials e.g., silvered glass
mirrors to collect and concentrate the solar radiation, and these collectors are composed of
sections that are connected into long collectors. Typically, the parabolic trough uses a suntracking technology, where a computer calculates and calibrates the troughs into the required
position to receive optimal radiation throughout the day.
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The sun-tracking technology achieves a very high
efficiency per m2 mirrors, thereby optimizing the use
of land intended for technology placement.
Parabolic trough solar collector indicators are listed in
the following table. Notice that for the collector output,
the units are in kWth since this is the peak value.
Also, here it should be noticed that the indicators
listed correspond to the trough solar collector
technology, before WEDISTRICT, in order to compare
with the technologies presented in section 2.1.2.1.
Thus, the values listed below are initial reference
values for the technology development.
Figure 9. PTCs shown with sun-tracking
mechanism and vacuum glass tubes [5].

Parameter

Value

Unit

Peak collector output

0.57

Auxiliary energy consumption
ratio

1

Area requirement

4.20

Max supply temperature

250-400

[°C]

Optical collector efficiency (ƞ0)

0.747

[−]

Loss coefficient (a1)

0.64

Loss coefficient (a2)

0.00

Techn. Readiness Level (TRL)

5

kWth
]
m2
kWh
[
]
day
m2
[ ]
kW

[

W
]
m2 ℃
W
[ 2 2]
m ℃
[

[−]

Table 2. Comparative parameters for parabolic trough solar collectors [6] [7].

2.1.1.3 Linear Fresnel Collectors (LFCs)
The French civil engineer and physicist Augustin Jean
Fresnel, who developed a thin magnifying lens by taking
a traditional convex magnifying lens and then cutting it
into rings or strips, cutting away the material below the
lowest point of the convex curve, thereby creating a light
lens for lighthouses.
The same principle is applied in the concave parabolic
mirror, where a few strips of slightly curved parallel
mirrors are placed in the same plane below a receiver
tube absorber.

Figure 10. Convex and Fresnel magnifying
lens [8].
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The same principle is applied in the concave parabolic
mirror, where strips of slightly curved parallel mirrors are
placed in the same plane below a receiver tube absorber.
Each strip will have to move independently but, unlike
most PTCs, the receiver pipe will not move along with the
reflectors.
Since a Fresnel reflector is much less exposed, the linear
Fresnel solar collector is less sensitive to wind loads.
Linear Fresnel solar collector indicators are listed in the
following tables. Notice that for the collector output, the
units of kWth since this is the peak value.
Figure 11. Linear Fresnel solar collector [9]

Parameter

Value

Unit

Peak collector output

0.559

Auxiliary energy consumption
ratio

0.86

Area requirement

1.79

Max supply temperature

320

[°C]

Optical collector efficiency (ƞ0)

0.67

[−]

Loss coefficient (a1)

0.032

Loss coefficient (a2)

0.00018

Techn. Readiness Level (TRL)

5

kWth
]
m2
kWh
[
]
day
m2
[ ]
kW

[

W
]
m2 ℃
W
[ 2 2]
m ℃
[

[−]

Table 3. Comparative parameters for linear Fresnel solar collectors [10].

2.1.1.4 Flat-Plate Collectors (FPCs)
Flat-plate solar collectors are made of a dark solar energy-absorbing surface with means for
transferring the absorbed energy to a heat transfer fluid, a transparent surface over the
absorber.
This allows solar radiation onto the absorber, while reducing convection and radiation heat
losses, and insulation on the back and sides of the absorber and pipes for the heat transfer
fluid.
Figure 12 depicts the cross section of a typical flat plate solar collector with liquid heat
transfer fluid.
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Figure 12. Cross section of a basic flat-plate solar collector [1].

The flow and the associated pressure losses are determined by the piping configuration as
well as minimum and maximum flow rates. If the flow is too low, the heat transfer fluid may
overheat (perhaps even boil), which is usually undesired in flat-plate solar collectors.
Solar collectors use solar radiation to heat up a heat transfer fluid. Conduction/convection
heat losses can be limited. Most insulation strategies rely on covering the relatively hot part
with a material with low thermal conductivity. As most insulating materials are opaque to
radiation, this approach is used only for the back and the sides of the absorber.
On the front of the absorber, the above-mentioned approach is obviously not viable, which is
the reason for creating closed transparent envelopes. The envelopes lower the convection
heat transfer: the more envelopes, the lower the convection heat losses.
Since convection relies upon forced or natural flow of material such as air, another approach
to insulate the absorber, or parts of the absorber, is to place a vacuum around the absorber.
As previously explained, this is the basis for the vacuum tube solar collector, where a few
absorber plates along with a flow pipe or two are placed in a vacuum glass-tube.
Vacuum tube solar collectors are primarily used for temperatures around and slightly above
the normal boiling point of water, where the thermal efficiency of more conventional flat-plate
solar collectors begin to drop dramatically.
Flat-plate solar collector indicators are listed in the following tables. Notice that for the annual
collector energy output, notice the units of kWhth since this is the annual amount (based on
Seville weather data).
Parameter

Value

Unit

Annual collector energy output

846

kWhth
[ 2
]
maperture area

Specific weight & volume

30-50 & 0.14

Optical collector efficiency (ƞ0)

0.58

Loss coefficient (a1) & (a2)

1.19 & 0.00

Techn. Readiness Level (TRL)

5

[−]

Incidence angle modifier (IAM)

Bi-axial

[−]

[

kg
m3
],[ ]
kW kW
[−]

[

W
W
,
]
[
]
m2 ℃ m2 ℃2

Table 4. Comparative parameters for flat-plate collectors [11].
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2.1.2 Technology Development for WEDISTRICT
For the WEDISTRICT project, three solar thermal technologies have had improvements and
optimizations made:
-

Parabolic trough solar collector improvement:
- New wireless control and power supply system.
- New structural solutions.
- Improved control and monitoring software

-

Linear Fresnel solar collector improvement:
- New wireless control and power supply system.
- New structural solutions.
- Improved control and monitoring software

-

Flat-plate solar collector improvement:
- Tracking concentrator for low-concentration-tracking

These developments will be outlined in the following sections.
2.1.2.1 New Parabolic Trough Collector – Wireless Solution
SOL’s scope has been to improve the PTC technology, increasing its cost competitiveness
and reliability and reducing its environmental impact, but maintaining the current state of the
art efficiency curve.
A new wireless system has been developed: For the power supply, a stand-alone system
composed by a photovoltaic (PV) module plus battery has been used, for the communication
a Sub-GHz radio system has been developed and installed. The Sub-GHz frequency allows
covering wide distances with the signal, so the signal does not need to hop between different
nodes but can reach the receiver directly, making the system faster and more reliable.
This new system, applied to the PTC, implies an important reduction of the total cost of the
technology, not only because it saves onsite works for trenches, cables, and cabling, but also
because of the synergies with PV trackers, which help at reducing the cost of components
thanks to economies of scale. Also, the higher purchasing volumes are important to secure
safety of supply in the current and potential future periods of scarcity of supply (e.g., due to
the so-called microchip crisis).
Moreover, a wireless system implies further saving of the cost of the cables and of the cables
trenches with a further reduction of CAPEX for a district heating plant.
The benefits of SOL’s new solution are not limited to the CAPEX reduction but extend also to
the installation and maintenance.
During the installation, the activities related to the cables are avoided that implies not only
lower cost but also lower possibility for interferences between the teams performing the
mechanical installation and the cable trenches. Maintenance is also easier because issues
related to the wear and tear of cables are eliminated.
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In addition to the above, a wireless system has a lower environmental impact: the cable
trenches are not necessary so the disposal of the technology at the end of life is facilitated.
Also, no power from the grid (potentially produced with fossil fuels) is required for the
tracking system.
The new software and control system gives a more intuitive and user-friendly solution for the
plant owner, moreover a mobile phone application is being developed to allow a very flexible
interface and an easier maintenance since the operator in the field will be able to control and
monitor the plant at the collector level.
The improvement of the structural components has been carried on at different levels: new
material, new profiles and aeroelastic behaviour evaluation. In particular using Magnelis
instead of hot dip galvanized steel could allow reducing CAPEX without compromising the
corrosion resistance or even increase it; pile profiles such as IPE, C and Z could allow direct
ramming that implies a further CAPEX reduction and wind gallery test results permit a more
reliable design with a consequent further reduction of CAPEX.
The optical and thermal performances remain unchanged with respect to the standard
product, while CAPEX and OPEX are reduced, thus making this new solution more
attractive.
The WEDISTRICT improvements made to the PTCs have caused the Auxiliary Energy
Consumption listed in Table 2 to go down to 0 from 1 kWh per day and increased the
technology readiness level from 5 to 6 or 7.
Status (m18)
•

SOLTIGUA designed the final solution for the wireless configuration and selected all
the new components such as: drive system, radio communication system, batteries,
PV modules and electrical panels. Extensive test was performed on all the critical
parts.

•

SOLTIGUA proceeded in the improvement of the structural parts evaluating new
material, new profiles and applying a wind gallery test result.

•

SOLTIGUA developed the new software solution and the related logic to control the
collector’s behaviour in every condition of weather and downstream plant.

•

SOLTIGUA set up the prototypes of the improved PTC and implemented the
software.

•

SOLTIGUA performed extensive tests on the prototypes in order to evaluate their
correct behaviour in every condition also simulating possible critical situation such as
the high wind or the breakdown of plant components.
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Components
Drive system

Radio communication system

Batteries

PV modules

Electrical panels

Activity performed
Test on the drive system installed on the
prototype.
Selection of the final drive system.
Test the radio system in real condition
(installed on the prototype). Selection of
the final radio system components.
Installation of the batteries in the
prototype and test them in real working
condition. Selection of the final battery
pack.
Design and installation of the PV
modules holding structure on the body of
the prototype.
The PV module will track the sun.
Installation of the electrical panels on the
prototype and implementation of the
software. Test of the software features.

Table 5 Summary of m18-activities regarding PTC developments.

2.1.2.2 New Linear Fresnel Collector – Wireless Solution
As previously mentioned, the Fresnel collectors are another type of technology in linear
focusing CSP plants. These are similar to PTCs, but they use an array of almost flat mirrors
(i.e., reflectors) instead of parabolic trough-shaped-mirrors, although they are designed to
approximate the PTC’s form.
In Fresnel systems, mirrors concentrate the Sun’s rays onto elevated linear receivers that are
not directly connected to them but are located several metres above the primary mirror field.
The long narrow mirror strips are pivot-mounted so that each is oriented in a chosen angle in
such a way that the sunlight is focused onto the receiver during the whole day.
As for the PTCs, the essential feature of the new linear Fresnel solar collector is the wireless
power supply and control system that gives the same advantages explained for the PTC
technology.
The control and monitoring software is equivalent to the one implemented for the PTC.
Differently from the PTC the PV panel will be installed at a fixed angle in proximity of the
collector.
Also, as for the PTCs, the optical and thermal performances remain unchanged with respect
to the standard product, while CAPEX and OPEX are reduced, making this new solution
more attractive.
The WEDISTRICT improvements made to the linear Fresnel have caused the Auxiliary
Energy Consumption listed in Table 3 to go down to 0 from 0.86 kWh per day and increased
the technology readiness level from 5 to 6 or 7.
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Status (m18)
•

SOLTIGUA designed the final solution for the wireless configuration and selected all the
new components such as: drive system, radio communication system, batteries, PV
modules and electrical panels. Extensive test was performed on all the critical parts.

•

SOLTIGUA proceeded in the improvement of the structural parts evaluating new
material, new profiles and applying a wind gallery test results.

•

SOLTIGUA developed the new software solution and the related logic to control the
collector’s behaviour in every condition of weather and downstream plant.

•

SOLTIGUA set up the prototypes of the improved LFC and implemented the software.

•

SOLTIGUA performed extensive tests on the prototypes in order to evaluate their correct
behaviour in every condition also simulating possible critical situation such as the high
wind or the breakdown of plant components.
Components
Drive system

Radio communication system

Batteries

PV modules

Electrical panels

Activity performed
Test on the drive system installed on the
prototype.
Selection of the final drive system.
Test the radio system in real condition
(installed on the prototype). Selection of
the final radio system components.
Installation of the batteries in the
prototype and test them in real working
condition. Selection of the final battery
pack.
Design and installation of the PV
modules holding structure on the body of
the prototype.
The PV module will track the sun.
Installation of the electrical panels on the
prototype and implementation of the
software. Test of the software features.

Table 6 Summary of m12-activities reg. LFC developments.

2.1.2.3 New Tracking Concentrator for Fixed Tilt Collector (TC-FTC)
The essential feature of the new TC-FTC is that flat mirrors in the concentrator will move to
homogeneously redistribute, on the absorber, the radiation available on the aperture.
This is defined by the area of the section of the incident solar beam redirected by the mirrors
and contained in a plane parallel to the absorber. Thereby high local concentrations
characteristic of focusing concentrators are avoided.
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Thus, the TC-FTC solution suggested for the WEDISTRICT project is either a traditional flatplate solar collector or a vacuum tube collector (ETC) with two rows of adjustable plane
mirrors mounted on steel frames placed around the aluminium frames of the solar collectors.
The mirror’s positions are adjustable, so that the mirrors may reflect sunlight onto the
receiver plate of the solar collector while the sun moves across the sky during the day. This
effectively increases the aperture area of the solar collectors to the area of the plane
between the upper edges of the mirrors parallel to the receiver plate, as seen in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Tracking reflector augmented aperture area [11].

As it can be seen in the figure, the aperture area may change in size as the distance from top
edge to top edge of the reflectors, in a straight line parallel to the receiver plate, may change,
as the reflectors move to reflect the sun´s light onto the receiver plate.
The reflectors may also be moved to limit the amount of sunlight that reaches the receiver
plate. This can be done to fit the heat output of the solar field to the demand of the district
heating system, and if the thermal energy storage is full or close to full.
One interesting option for this concept is to use just one tracking mirror instead of two. This
option can be used for repowering existing installations using fixed tilt flat plate collectors.
TC-FTC indicators are listed in Table 7. The TC-FTC can be compared with the conventional
values in Table 4. For the annual collector energy output, notice the units of kWhth since this
is the annual amount for the Alcala demo site.
Parameter

Value

Unit

Annual collector energy output

846

Specific weight & volume

16-40 &
0.37-2.14

Optical collector efficiency (ƞ0)

0.58 - 0.71

Loss coefficient (a1) & (a2)

0.51-1.19 &
0.00

Techn. readiness level (TRL)

6

[−]

Incidence angle modifier (IAM)

Bi-axial

[−]

[

kWhth
]
2
maperture area ∗
3
[

kg
m
],[ ]
kW kW
[−]

[

W
W
] , [ 2 2]
2
m ℃ m ℃

Table 7 Comparative parameters for flat-plate collectors.
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* KPIs are calculated against the nominal aperture area which is defined at normal incidence.
The following tables are referring to two different Fixed Tilt designs:
(A) Single glazed Green1Tech GK30003 with one (1) tracking mirror wing
(B) Single glazed Green1Tech GK30003 with two (2) tracking mirror wings
Parameter

Value (A)

Value (B)

Unit

LxWxH

5920 x 2995 x 608

5920 x 3823 x 608

[mm]

1.351

1.764

[−]

Concentration
ratio
Diffuse-toglobal optical
collector
efficiency (ƞ0)
Loss
coefficient (a1)
Loss
coefficient (a2)

0

10

20

30

40

0

10

20

30

40

[%]

0.809

0.786

0.764

0.741

0.646

0.780

0.747

0.713

0.679

0.645

[−]

2.231

1.747

0.009

0.007

W
[ 2 ]
m °C
W
[ 2 2]
m °C

Table 8. Example of technology data for Green1Tech GK3003 single glazed TC-FTCs [11].

Angle [°]
IAM
(KΘ T) (A)
IAM
(KΘ L) (A)
IAM
(KΘ T) (B)
IAM
(KΘ L) (B)

-75

-60

-45

-30

-15

0

15

30

45

60

75

1.360

1.190

1.060

0.980

0.950

0.930

0.950

0.980

1.060

1.190

1.360

0.450

0.900

0.970

0.960

0.990

1.000

0.990

0.960

0.970

0.900

0.450

1.300

1.210

1.110

1.040

1.000

0.960

1.020

1.090

1.210

1.430

1.870

0.450

0.900

0.970

0.960

0.990

1.000

0.990

0.960

0.970

0.900

0.450

Table 9. Example of IAM for Green1Tech GK3003 single glazed TC-FTCs [11].

The following tables are referring to two additional Fixed Tilt designs:
(C) Linuo XL 1921 with one (1) tracking mirror wing
(D) Linuo XL 1921 with two (2) tracking mirror wings
Parameter

Value (C)

Value (D)

Unit

LxWxH

2420 x 3264 x 441.7

2420 x 4112 x 441.7

[mm]

Concentration
ratio

1.351

1.704

[−]

Diffuse-to-global
optical collector
efficiency (ƞ0)
Loss coefficient
(a1)
Loss coefficient
(a2)

0

10

20

30

40

0

10

20

30

40

[%]

0.687

0.670

0.652

0.634

0.589

0.709

0.680

0.651

0.621

0.593

[−]

0.659

0.523

0.001

0.001

W
]
m2 °C
W
[ 2 2]
m °C
[

Table 10. Example of technical data for Linuo XL1921 TC-FTCs [11].
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Status (m12)
Related to the TC-FTC technology status, the design of the new prototype has been finished.
Within this task, the following sub-tasks have been completed:
•

Selection of the solar thermal collector for the TC-FTC concentrator:
Two TC-FTCs have been fully designed using an efficient flat plate collector (GK3003 from GREENoneTECH) and an efficient evacuated tubular collector with CPC
(XL1921 from Linuo). After comparing the annual performance in different climates
using the TRNSED tool developed in WP5 (including Alcalá de Henares, the location
of the new DHC), the design for the XL1921 has been selected. In Annex 1, the main
characteristics of the two designs are shown.

•

Selection of the testing place for the new design:
The facilities at IMDEA has been selected in an area close to the heliostat field of the
solar tower [12]:

Figure 14. Selection of the testing place for the new TC-FTC design.

•

Detailed engineering design for the TC-FTC with the Linuo XL 1921 ETC:

Figure 15. Detailed engineering design for TC-FTC to be tested.
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•

Tracking and operational control design.

•

Monitoring and instrumentation plan:
o Operation: tracking control + wind & over-temperature protection + cleaning +
piping maximum and minimum temperature + expansion vessel maximum
pressure + anti-freezing protection.
o TC-FTC average and local (drone) optical efficiency vs incident angle.
o Instantaneous and daily efficiency.
o Diffuse irradiance effect.
o TC-FTC structure deformation and torsional tests vs wind and tracking angle.
Alveolar plates, bearings, and springs/cables behaviour.
o TRNSED validation.
o Flow balance among different ETCs:
Determine Minor losses constant for pressure drop and ∆P XL1921.

•

Solar field lay out for testing:

Figure 16. Solar field lay-out for testing.

•

Hydraulic set including pumps, heat exchangers, expansion vessels and main
instrumentation of the primary (connection to solar field), secondary (connection to
storage) and tertiary circuits (connection to the loads). Shown here is the preliminary
version, without tertiary circuit connection.

•

Electric and control cabinet for all the equipment.
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2.1.3 Technical Documents
This section includes a list of the most updated engineering documentation (drawings, data
sheets, technical specifications, manuals, etc.). All listed documents are included as
separate annexes to this document.
2.1.3.1 New Parabolic Trough Collector – List of Annexes
Annex 1 - Datasheet of Soltigua’s PTC collectors
2.1.3.2 New Linear Fresnel Collector – List of Annexes
Annex 2 - Datasheet of Soltigua’s LFC collectors.
2.1.3.3 New Tracking Concentrator for Fixed Tilt Collector – List of Annexes
Annex 3 - Solar concentrator for GK3003S DATA SHEET
Annex 4 - Solar concentrator for LINUO XL1921 DATA SHEET

2.1.4 Contact information
2.1.4.1 New Parabolic Trough Collector and New Linear Fresnel Collector

Soltigua SRL
Web: https://www.soltigua.com/
Via Roma 54,
Gambettola (FC)
47035, Italy
Contact:
Francesco Orioli: forioli@soltigua.com

2.1.4.2 New Tracking Concentrator for Fixed Tilt Collector

Seenso Renoval, S.L.
Web: www.seenso.es
C/ Aravaca 30
E- 28040 Madrid,
Spain
Tel.: +34.91.488.00.80
E-mail: Jose.Ignacio.Ajona@seenso.es
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2.2 Geothermal - PV Hybridization
2.2.1 Technology General Description
As introduced in Table 1, this section describes a newly proposed hybrid combination of two
existing technologies: a ground-source heat pump (GHP) and photovoltaics (PV). The
purpose of the hybridization is to generate three forms of energy – electricity, heating, and
cooling – to supply a target building. In the initial design of the hybrid scheme, the
components considered for installation are shown in Figure 20 and are listed below.
Ground-source Heat Pump (GHP):
In general, an electric heat pump (HP) is a device that transfers heat from a low-temperature
source (evaporator side) to a high-temperature sink (condenser side) using electricity. The
ratio between the higher-temperature heat output and the electricity consumption defines its
coefficient of performance of the HP (COPHP). Low temperature heat sources can include
well water, outside air, or the ground. In the proposed hybrid scheme, the HP uses the
ground as heat source, hence it is a geothermal HP (GHP).
Borehole Heat Exchanger (BHE):
Heat is extracted from the ground through borehole heat exchangers, which consist of Upipes inserted into a borehole, as shown in Figure 17. Typically, the depth of the boreholes is
between 80 and 100 meters, and temperatures of the heat transfer fluid at the outlet of the
BHE circuit are in the range 10-12°C.

(a) GHP in heating mode (Heat Pump).

(b) GHP in cooling mode (Direct cooling).

Figure 17. GHP and BHE in (a) heating mode and (b) cooling mode [13].

When designing a GHP system, it is important to evaluate if the natural geothermal heat flux
and the heat added during the summer by the cooling demand are sufficient to re-generate
the geothermal reservoir, to avoid a decreased ground temperature over years.
Fan Coil Units (FCU):
Fan coil units are used as heating and cooling terminals. A fan coil unit is a water-to-air heat
exchanger consisting of heating/ cooling coil and a fan.
The scheme of a GHP system operating in heating mode is shown below [14]. Note, if
cooling is desired, this process is reversed.
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Figure 18. How a ground source heat pump with two heat transfers work [14].

An antifreeze mixture is pumped through a BHE (ground array). The antifreeze mixture is
warmed by the ground low-grade heat. Having increased in temperature, the anti-freeze
mixture is then fed into an evaporator, transferring heat to the HP’s refrigerant.
Due to heat received, the refrigerant evaporates, and the resulting vapour is fed into a
compressor, in which the pressure of the refrigerant vapour is increased, as well as its
temperature.
The hot refrigerant vapour flows into a condenser, where it transfers heat to the heating
system of the building. Having transferred its heat, the refrigerant vapour condenses back
into a liquid state. The liquid is then passed through an expansion valve to reduce its
pressure and temperature, ready to start the cycle again.
Photovoltaic (PV) Panels:
Photovoltaic (PV) panels consist of solar cells that convert part of the incident solar radiation
into electrical energy. Solar cells are mounted in modules, and multiple modules are used in
arrays. Individual modules may have cells connected in series and parallel combinations to
obtain the desired current and voltage. Arrays of modules may likewise be arranged in series
and parallel. For modules or cells connected in series, the voltages are additive, and when
connected in parallel, the currents are additive. There are many variations of cell material,
but the most common photovoltaic solar cells are made of crystalline silicon.
Commercial cell modules that are over 15% efficient can be purchased on the market.
Experimental single crystalline silicon cells can reach 25% efficiency and cells with multiple
junctions (i.e., two or more layers of materials with varying spectral response) more than
30%. The incoming radiation which is not converted into electricity is converted in thermal
energy, which partly increase the temperature of the PV panel and partly is lost to the
environment. The increase in cell temperature is an undesired effect, as the PV electric
efficiency decreases at higher cell temperatures.
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Photovoltaic Thermal (PVT) Collectors:
PVT collectors combine PV cells with a solar thermal collector, which recovers the otherwise
unused heat from the PV module. By combining electricity and heat generation within the
same component, a higher overall efficiency is reached. Additionally, as in PVT collectors
heat is transferred from the PV cells to a fluid, the PV cell is cooled, and its efficiency
improved [15].
Electric Energy Storage:
An electric energy storage – or simply, a “battery” – converts electrical energy into chemical
and vice versa. Currently, the most common batteries on the market are lead-acid batteries,
nickel-metal-hydride (Ni-MH) batteries and lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries [16].

2.2.2 Technology Development for WEDISTRICT
This section contains information about the development of each technology during the m1m18 period and status at the end of this period (m18)
2.2.2.1 Ground-Source Heat Pumps (GHPs)
Throughout the due diligence analysis, two Ecoforest heat pumps (model “HP ecoGEO 25100“) have been selected for the demo site in Bucharest. An inverter regulates the speed of
the compressor based on the actual heat demand of the building, which allows making a
rational use of the energy consumed.
The geothermal heat pumps have a relatively simple installation and a compact design,
“allowing to dispense with certain components that would be necessary to install externally in
a traditional heat pump” [17].
Based on the performed energyPRO simulations, the COP is calculated to be 3.4, the water
outlet temperature on the evaporator side is estimated to be 7 ºC, and the supply
temperature around 50-55 ºC. Additionally, other important considerations are the following:
-

Typical heat pump compressors can modulate down to 25% of its nominal rating.

-

It should be considered if the design should foresee heat pumps, which can provide low
heat outputs, or if the operation strategy is optimized using a storage tank to provide the
residual heat for DHW in hours with insufficient solar thermal energy. Alternatively, an
electric heating element can be installed in the small tank.

-

If heating and cooling are needed simultaneously, two heat pumps should be considered,
one for each circuit. Additionally, the redundancy of critical units, in this case e.g., the
heat pump, should be assessed.

Fan coil units (FCU):
It is proposed that the same fan coils are used for heating (ΔT = 10K) and cooling (ΔT = 4K).
Also, it is important to evaluate the possibility and frequency that condensation on the fan
coils may occur, if the dew point of the air is above the surface temperature of the fan coils,
as this may require to take into account humidity control.
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Passive Cooling Heat Exchanger (HX II):
At the Bucharest demo site, a passive cooling heat exchanger (“HX II” in Figure 20) is
proposed. The passive cooling heat exchanger substitutes the conventional
evaporator/condenser system, so reducing the electricity consumption (just for circulation of
the brine through the BHE, instead of running the HP).
2.2.2.2 Hot Water Storage Tanks & Water Heat Exchangers (HX I, HX III)
The hot water storage tanks and water heat exchangers (see Figure 20) are proposed and
utilized as follows.
1. Heat pump (HP)
exchanging energy with ↔” HW Storage I” (assumed 100% available volume)
exchanging energy with ↔ Fan coils
exchanging energy with ↔ HX III ↔ District heating
Thus, the “HW Storage I” interacts with the HP/BHE and the fan coils, providing
district heating (DH), through a heat exchanger (“HX III”).
2. Solar thermal (+ HP)
exchanging energy with ↔” HW Storage II” (assumed 100% available volume)
exchanging energy with ↔ HX I ↔ Domestic hot water
The “HW Storage II” interacts with the Solar thermal system (and HP), providing
domestic hot water, instantaneously, by the utilization of the heat exchanger “HX I”.
During the heating season, the HW Storage I will store hot water at approx. 50-60 ºC, and
during the cooling season, cold water. The tanks are sized so that the heating/cooling can be
supplied up to three days without solar energy.
The new heating system is expected to have a minimum supply temperature of 50 ºC.
Through a heat supply of 50 ºC, it is possible to supply DHW at 45 ºC (50 ºC from the tank
and a 5-K temperature difference in the heat exchanger).
It should be noted, that due to heat losses and mixing of water in the hot water tanks, the
temperature can drop below the supply temperature of the heat pump and solar thermal
collectors, which should then be considered when designing the system.
2.2.2.3 District Heating (DH)
A dedicated heat exchanger (“HX III”) will be used to inject possible overproduction of heat
from the hybrid system into UPB DH.
2.2.2.4 Solar Thermal System
For the Demo Site of Bucharest, a solar thermal system by Viessman is proposed, suitable
for roof integration [18].
When designing the solar collector area, a concept on how to deal with surplus solar thermal
energy and how to control the temperature in the collectors during summer should be
prepared. (In the current design, it is not possible to deliver solar thermal energy to the DHsystem, so the surplus will not be utilized.)
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During the summer season (May through September), the heat pump system needs to
supply heat to DHW, despite the overproduction of heat from the solar thermal system. This
need for DHW from the heat pump arises from days with little solar radiation and discharged
thermal storage tanks. (In the current design, simulations have shown that a doubling of the
proposed small storage tank would not eliminate the need for DHW from the heat pump.
It is noted that it should be considered if the solar collector area should be reduced or if PVT
modules are more suitable and efficient for this application. In addition, the placement of the
solar thermal collectors needs specification.
2.2.2.5 Photovoltaic (PV) and Photovoltaic/Thermal (PVT) Panels
For the PV system the following component were assumed in the due diligence analysis [18]:

Figure 19. PV main component assumptions in the simulation of the Bucharest demo.

A maximum of 20 kWp is considered installed per roof. The roof area is (12x18 m) 216 m2,
which can result in 9 rows with 7 modules if no access paths are required.
For the demo site in Bucharest PVT collectors could also be applied to supply DH & DHW.
The temperature requirements point toward Covered PVT collectors as PVT type. In the
proposed energy system for the Bucharest demo site, PVT is considered to be tested and
assessed in the range of 2 kWp of electricity. This is assessed to be more expensive than a
regular PV panel, but also more space-effective.
2.2.2.6 Electric Energy Storage
A Li-ion (or LiFePO4) battery is considered, offering the following advantages [19]:
-

high energy density
a capacity of up to 3.6 Volts
comparatively low maintenance, no memory effects, no requirement of a cycle
schedule to maintain the battery life, no toxic cadmium (easier to dispose of), and a
relatively low self-discharge rate of approx. 1.5-2% per month.

A minimum of 30 kWh storage capacity is envisaged, but due to the price auction of storage
means, a higher capacity (up to 45-50 kWh) may be considered.
2.2.2.7 The Geothermal-PV Hybrid
The proposed system allows to exploit the following local renewable energy sources:
•
•

the solar PV energy production in Bucharest is assumed to be about 950
kWh/kWp/year, when considering shading.
the ground temperature over the year is 10-12 ºC for depths between 10 and 100 m.

The system will be composed of a thermal system and an electrical system, shown below.
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Figure 20. Schematic drawing of the demonstration site in Bucharest.

The hybrid scheme has the following characteristics:
Thermal system:

Electrical system:

1. The thermal system is mainly based on the
described heat pump technology, for which
the electrical energy needed to operate the
geothermal heat pump has low (or no) GHG
emissions by using a local PV production
and electrical storage means.
2. Thermal storage solutions will be utilized to
accommodate the stochastic renewable
energy production and consumption needs.
3. The proposed solution should ensure almost
entirely the yearly thermal demand (heating,
cooling and DHW) of the building from
renewable energy sources.
4. The amount of thermal energy that is neither
used by the building nor stored (tanks are
full) should be injected into the local DH
network.
5. An available land surface of ~1’000 m2 is
considered for BHE deployment, while ~100
m2 is available for equipment deployment.

1. The electrical system mainly consists of a
PV array and an electrical storage,
controlled
by
an
intelligent
energy
management system.
2. The system will use a reliable low-voltage
DC grid and combine the DC-efficient and
resilient local grid with the classic ACnetwork for interchanging power and
keeping compatibility with loads.
3. The compatibility of loads with both AC and
DC compliancy is tested to improve the
efficiency and immunity against main grid
outages.
4. The amount of electrical energy that is
neither used by the building nor stored
(batteries full) will be injected in the local
grid.
5. An unshaded roof area of 220 m2 available
for solar installations, and additional 350400 m2 on near buildings.

In addition to the above, PVT collectors are considered (~ 2 kWp).
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Results of the pre-assessment study
Based on the energy audit carried out on the building, the following conditions apply:
Heating mode
•
•
•
•
•

Heating period: Oct 15th – Apr 15th (in which a continuous heat supply is considered)
Outside design temperature: -15 °C (according to national regulations)
Outside temperature variation: -15 °C - +10 °C
Constant comfort level (21 °C as mean value) inside the Target Building (no matter
the outside temperature)
Mean value of external infiltrations: 1.6 ac/h is considered (due to the diversity of the
laboratory trials that are performed in the Target Building)

Cooling mode
•
•
•
•

Cooling period: May 15th – Sep 15th (in which a number of 254 hours is considered)
Cooling set point: 25°C is considered in the entire Target Building
Average annual temperature of cold water: tcw = 10 °C
Temperature of the domestic hot water: thw = 60 °C

Domestic hot water – specific to the activities carried out in the building.
•

DHW consumption: 5 L / person / day (625 kWh/year, evenly distributed on an hourly
basis between 6am and 6pm).

The peak heating/cooling design values have been determined by using national standards,
DesignBuilder and TRNSYS simulations.
For the sake of understanding, in the context of the Bucharest demo site, where the object of
the demo is the target building, the following semantic rules apply:
•

When referring to “energy demand”, the energy by the Target Building is considered.

•

When referring to “consumption”, the consumption of heating/cooling sources to
produce that specific energy is considered.

Table 11. Design energy values of Target Building.
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Table 12. KPI's of current status of Target Building.

In the feasibility study, a detailed technical-economic analysis of the hybrid system has been
performed using as alternative option to the hybrid system a solution where the heat supply
of the building comes from a local thermal power plant, which uses natural gas.
When the integral value of the investment is considered, the economic performance
indicators are below the profitability limit, i.e.: NPV < 0; GPP and PP > analysed system
lifetime (20 years); and IRR < 4%.
This result is due to the current high investment cost of the new technologies but also of
small installed capacities, which do not allow significant compensation of high investment
with savings in energy costs and/or revenues resulting from "selling" the heat injected into
the UPB centralized heat supply system.
To financially support the implementation of projects through which new technologies are
implemented, non-reimbursable grants are practiced at the European level that allows the
amortization of the investment in an acceptable time. Considering this fact, in the technicaleconomic calculation has been used the share of the investment that returns as investment
effort of UPB, the difference (up to the value of the total investment) being ensured by the
WEDISTRICT H2020 project, Grant agreement ID: 857801.
Based on the outcomes of the due diligence analysis, the pre-assessment study, the
feasibility study, and the dynamic simulations, the optimal structure of the hybrid geothermalPV system has been defined. The result is presented in Figure 21, representing the base of
the engineering project, which, at the time of this writing, is under development.
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Figure 21. Schematic drawing of the updated layout of demonstration site in Bucharest.

One of the key aspects that has been modified based on previous presented results is the
thermal energy storage tank. Previously, the main tank of the system was supposed to store
only hot water, while in the latest version of the hybrid system the same storage tank is used
for both hot- and cold-water storage.
This addition has been necessary since the active cooling system is required in order to
supplement the passive cooling system and to satisfy the cooling demand of the entire target
building.
For an optimal ratio between production and consumption and taking into account the
variation of thermal energy demand throughout the year, an efficient automation control
system has been required. Therefore, a Master/Slave type of control system has been used
for the heat pumps in order to operate each heat pump individually or simultaneously.
The nominal heating capacity of heat pumps was increased to 63 kW in order to satisfy the
thermal energy demand of target building while ensuring continuous injection of heat into
local DH. The PV panels nominal power was also increased to satisfy the electrical energy
consumption of heat pumps.
In order to have comprehensive understanding on the potential of existing PV technologies, a
"Technology Variety" of current technologies will be applied in the Bucharest demo site (at
least three different PV technologies and/or vendor implementations).
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Moreover, for the PV production paired with electrical storage and the thermal production via
the heat pump, various combinations will be considered within the electricity prototyping
zone, to also prove a level of resilience and self-sufficiency, from classic connection to the
whole university grid, acting as a balancer, to a fully resilient situation with islanded
functionality, allowing independent functionality for the system for one hour or more.
Islanding approach is considered to allow various combinations which will fit with different
scenarios of production, storage status and consumption, allowing smaller or larger islanding
situations within the low voltage grid of the Faculty of Energy Engineering.
The complex set of technologies will allow at the same time:
a) Technology Variety (TeV):
To be applied for PVs, inverters/converters, and batteries.
b) Technological Research (TeR):
To be applied for the hybrid AC/DC solutions, for aspects of resilient microgrid, for
sensors and SCADA-EMS aspects, with the intention to assess existing and
emerging solutions for the project PV-thermal coupling hybridisation scope.
This approach will allow also to gather more lessons learned and more experience for
proposing appropriate solutions within the emerging Green Deal technological wave
in Europe.

2.2.3 Contact information
University POLITEHNICA of Bucharest
Faculty of Energy Engineering
Bucharest, Romania
https://www.upb.ro/en/
Contact: Constantin Ionescu
(ionescu.constantin@upb.ro)

ISPE Design and Consulting
Bucharest, Romania
https://www.ispe.ro/
Contact: Marian Dobrin
(marian.dobrin@ispe.ro)
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2.3 Solar Cooling Technologies
2.3.1 Technology General Description
As introduced in Table 1, this section describes two solar cooling technologies: the aircooling unit (ACU) based on evaporative cooling systems and the absorption chiller.
2.3.1.1 Air-Cooling Unit (ACU)
The Renewable Air-Cooling Unit, RACU, proposed in WEDISTRICT is a Desiccant Indirect
Evaporative Renewable Cooling Unit, mainly composed of an Indirect Evaporative Cooler,
IEC, and a Desiccant Wheel, DW, that can independently control the air temperature, the air
humidity, and the CO2 concentration in buildings, thereby optimizing indoor air conditions.

Figure 22. RACU prototype.

The RACU was designed to be installed in a District Heating and Cooling, DHC. The idea is
to take advantage of the thermal energy generated in a district heating to power the aircooling system, which has proved to work with low temperature coming from renewable
energy sources. The technology is intended for HVAC applications with high Indoor Air
Quality requirements such as schools, offices, hospitals, and others.
2.3.1.2 Absorption Chiller
Absorption chillers are a type of cooling systems that utilize a source of heat to produce the
desired cooling effect [20]. The source of heat can derive from various processes such as
CHP plants, gas burners, industrial waste heat, or concentrated solar thermal plants.
Compared to a regular vapour compression cycle, the refrigerant in an absorption chiller is
compressed by means of a thermochemical process, instead of by means of mechanical
compression.
The chemical cycle consists of an absorber, a circulation pump, and a regenerator, as
sketched out in Figure 23. The number of (solution) heat exchangers within the absorption
chiller distinguishes the system as either single-effect or multi-effect absorption chiller.
Figure 23 shows a single-effect absorption chiller.
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Figure 23. A schematic diagram of a single-effect absorption chiller [21].

As a principal description of a single-effect absorption chiller diagram, the following applies:
State

Description – Solution (liquid)

1-2, 2-3

The liquid solution is pumped to a higher pressure (1-2), which is led to the
regenerator (Generator in Figure 23). Typically, a solution heat exchanger is also
utilized (2-3) to preheat the rich solution, to increase the efficiency of the cycle.

3-4, 4-5

In the regenerator, the heat from a heat source (Qg) is used to evaporate the
refrigerant (3-7) from the rich solution (3-4). Heat (QHX) is exchanged within the
solution heat exchanger.

5-6, 6-1

After exchanging heat, the solution is decompressed by a throttling valve (5-6). Then
the remaining poor liquid solution in the regenerator is fed back to the absorber (6-1)
and dispersed in the chamber to mix with the refrigerant vapour coming from the
evaporator.

State

Description – Refrigerant (vapour)

3-7

In the regenerator, heat from the heat source (Qg) is used to evaporate the refrigerant
from the rich solution.

7-8, 8-9

The refrigerant enters the condenser, where it rejects heat (Qc) to the heat sink before
it is decompressed by a throttling valve (8-9) and returns to the evaporator.

9-10

The refrigerant enters the evaporator, where it absorbs the heat generated in the
cooling loop (Qe).

10-1, 1-3

After exiting the evaporator, the refrigerant vapour is dissolved (10-1) in a liquid (the
solution) in the absorber releasing heat (Qa). The liquid solution is then pumped to a
higher pressure (1-2), which is led to the regenerator, completing the cycle.
Table 13. Description of the stages in a single-effect absorption chiller diagram.

The refrigerant is typically a mixture of Lithium Bromide and water (LiBr/H2O), or ammonia
and water (NH3/H2O). In the former, water is used as refrigerant, and LiBr as the absorbent.
The choice of refrigerant depends on many variables, such as safety risks, pollution, design
temperature, and more.
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In Figure 24, a conceptual
layout of a thermalcooling
system
is
illustrated. The system
layout is based on
concentrated solar power
(CSP) with a hot-water
driven absorption chiller
shown in the bottom.
A wide variety of hot
water
single-effect
absorption chillers are
commercially
available
and readily used in both
industry and residential
buildings.
Figure 24. Conceptual layout of thermal-cooling using CSP technology for DC.

The cooling capacity of conventional absorption chillers span from as low as 75 kW to nearly
5000 kW, with a COP typically in the range of 0.7 to 0.8.
The typical temperature sets of the chilled, cooled and heat source water used in these
conventional absorption chillers are presented in the table below Table 14.
Chilled water

Cooling water

Heat source

Temperature (Supply/

7 °C / 12 °C

Supply from 20 °C /

Supply max. 130 °C /

Return)

(typical range)

Return up to 40 °C

Return min. 70 °C

Table 14. Conventional absorption chiller operating ranges.

Industrial multi-effect absorption chillers (i.e., absorption chillers with multiple heat
exchangers) are available with a cooling capacity in the range of around 300 kW to over
5000 kW and typical range of COP from 1.2 to 1.5 [22].
The reason for the higher COP is mainly due to using an additional heat exchanger, which
increases the heat recovery from the absorption process, resulting in a more efficient
refrigeration system. The multi-effect absorption chiller however requires a heat source of
higher temperature, additional heat transfer area and special components. Therefore, the
costs for multi-effect absorption chillers are typically higher.
In WEDISTRICT, an advanced absorption chiller is under development that takes advantage
of the thermal storage of the condensation heat in a packed bed material used in a preheater
to reduce the driving heat required to activate the cycle.
This fact increases the cycle COP and decreases both the dissipation waste heat and the
thermal energy required to provide cooling. At the same time, the generation temperatures
are similar to the temperatures required in the single-effect absorption chillers.
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2.3.2 Technology Development for WEDISTRICT
As introduced in the previous section, this section presents information about the
WEDISTRICT development of the solar cooling technologies, mainly focusing on the
technology design and engineering.
2.3.2.1 New Renewable Air-Cooling Unit (RACU)
The TEP 974 Research Group in Applied Thermal Engineering at the University of Córdoba
is responsible for designing, manufacturing, and testing the innovative renewable air-cooling
unit suitable for installation in a DHC. It has designed and built the RACU prototype during
the first 14 months of the project and several tests have been performed during the following
4 months.
The main innovation in this technology is that the desiccant wheel is coated with silica gel,
which allows the regeneration temperature of the reactivation air to be reduced to 80 °C,
enabling the utilization of heat from renewable energy sources such as solar thermal
collectors and 3rd generation district heating.
The combination of HVAC elements of the RACU prototype has been designed to
independently control the temperature, humidity, and concentration of CO2 of the indoor air.
Hence, RACU includes a control system to adjust these HVAC elements.
The DW and IEC combination makes this device very flexible, as it can control the sensible
and latent loads in the buildings for optimal indoor air quality. RACU has four operational
modes it can run in, depending on the specific need, ensuring optimal Indoor Air Quality, and
providing 100% outdoor air. The operational modes are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ventilation 100% outdoor air.
Air temperature control and ventilation 100% outdoor air.
Air humidity control and ventilation 100% outdoor air.
Air temperature control, air humidity control and ventilation 100% outdoor air.

2.3.2.2 New Advanced Absorption Chiller
The concept behind SEENSO’s Universitat Rovira I Virgili (SEE-URV) HydratationDesHydratation absorption chiller1 (HDH) is that of a single-effect absorption chiller,
consisting mainly of an evaporator, an absorber, and a generator, as well as some packed
beds that act as condenser/preheater units in different stages of the process.
The system utilizes a mixture of LiBr/H2O as refrigerant, and the system cycle is similar to a
conventional single-effect absorption cycle.

1

Note: The terminology Hydratation-DesHydratation, HDH, refers to a heat recovery technology able to recover the energy
used to generate water vapor (Hydratation process) after condensing it (DesHydratation process) to produce more water vapor.
In the advanced absorption chiller, SEENSO and URV is able to recover a significant portion of the energy required to produce
the water vapor in the Generator - where the LiBr solution is concentrated (Hydratation process) - after condensation in the
Condenser (DesHydratation process), where the water vapour condenses in a packed bed and produces liquid water.
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The main innovation in the advanced absorption chiller is the inclusion of the set of packed
beds in the condenser and the preheater. In this way, thanks to the temperature stratification
within the packed beds, most of the energy of the condensation process – that in
conventional absorption chiller would be wasted – can be used to preheat the diluted solution
before it arrives at the generator.
A technical diagram of HDH absorption chiller is shown in the figure below Figure 25. For
simplicity, it is assumed that only two of the packed beds shown in the diagram are in use.

Figure 25. Flow diagram of the HDH advanced absorption chiller.

Based on the figure above Error! Reference source not found., the following description
applies:
1. Starting in the evaporator unit, water absorbs heat from the cooling load and evaporates.
From here, the water vapour moves to the absorber, where it dilutes the LiBr-solution.
2. The diluted solution (red line) is pumped into “Packed bed 1” (which now operates as a
preheater), where it is preheated.
3. After exiting “Packed bed 1”, the solution (yellow line) passes through the solution (Sol.)
heat exchanger, where it undergoes a second stage of preheating.
4. In the desorber-generator, heat is supplied, and a concentrated solution is obtained,
which goes back to the absorber through the heat exchanger (purple line).
5. The vapour generated in the desorber-generator (green line) enters “Packed Bed 2”,
which now operates as the condenser, transferring heat into the filling material and
producing liquid water that goes towards the evaporator (green line).
From the evaporator, the cycle starts over again.
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With time passing, “Packed bed 2” increases its temperature and its energy content. When a
certain charge level is reached, the position of the valves in the circuit is changed, so that
“Packed bed 2” is now used as the preheater, while “Packed Bed 1” is used now as
condenser.
It should be noted that a packed bed can – at a specific time – be used as either preheater or
condenser, but it can switch operation from preheater to condenser over time.
The inclusion of the packed bed material leads to an increase in the COP of the cycle and
reduces the size of the cooling tower needed. Moreover, as two packed beds are used as
preheaters in series, this allows the system to get at a temperature stratification, which
enhances the operational conditions of the cycle.
According to energy calculations carried out by URV, the utilization of their innovative packed
bed material configuration allows a cooling capacity of up to 100 kW - that will be the cooling
capacity of the demonstration unit for Alcalá- with a COP of 1.2. The temperature ranges
used in this operation scheme are presented in Figure 26.

Temperature
(Supply / Return)

Chilled water

Cooling water

Heat source

7 °C / 12 °C

30 °C / 35 °C

95 °C / 80 °C

Table 15. Advanced absorption chiller operating ranges.

In Figure 26, a schematic diagram with simulation values of the advanced absorption chiller
is shown, and in
Component

Parameter

Value

Unit

Cooling rate

15

kW

Water mass flow rate

0.716

kg/s

Heat duty

20.58

kW

Water mass flow rate

0.985

kg/s

Heating rate

14.51

kW

Water mass flow rate

0.690

kg/s

Solution mass flow rate

0.045

kg/s

Power required

0.250

kW

Evaporator

Absorber

Generator

Solution
pump

Table , the advanced absorption chiller main design parameters of a 100-kW unit are listed.
The auxiliary electricity consumption related to this device is estimated to be 5% of the
delivered cooling energy. SEE and URV have stated that they presume a technical readiness
level (TRL) of 6 upon closure of the WEDISTRICT project, meaning that the technology will
still be in the demonstration stage.
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Figure 26. Schematic diagram with simulation values of the advanced absorption chiller.

Component

Parameter

Value

Unit

Cooling rate

15

kW

Water mass flow rate

0.716

kg/s

Heat duty

20.58

kW

Water mass flow rate

0.985

kg/s

Heating rate

14.51

kW

Water mass flow rate

0.690

kg/s

Solution mass flow rate

0.045

kg/s

Power required

0.250

kW

Evaporator

Absorber

Generator

Solution
pump

Table 16. Advanced absorption chiller main design parameters of the 15-kW unit.

2.3.3 Technical Documents
2.3.3.1 New Renewable Air-Cooling Unit (RACU)
RACU is composed of several HVAC elements in order to handle the air: a desiccant wheel,
a heating coil, an indirect evaporative cooler, several variable speed fans, and air filters.
The purpose of the main components, DW and IEC, are to dry and cool the process air of the
system to dew point values lower than those of conventional dehumidification systems,
based on vapor compression.
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Figure 27. Main components of RACU prototype: DW (left) and IEC (right).

The main characteristics by RACU technology are shown below.

Parameter

Value

Unit

Nominal cooling capacity

18

kW

Nominal supply air flow rate

2880

m3/h

Nominal dehumidification
capacity

16

kg/h

Supply air temperature

18

°C

Supply air pressure

140

Pa

Capacity

Hydraulic and electrical requirements
Inlet/Outlet water temperature

85/65

°C

Water flow rate

0.6

kg/s

Electrical supply
Power supply requirement

380 V; 50 Hz
4

kW

Dimensions and weight
Length x Width x Height

4.87 x 1.63 x 1.71

m

Weight

1550

kg

Table 17. Technical characteristics of RACU prototype.
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The main advantages of using the RACU technology are:
-

Low environmental impact
Low energy consumption for cooling the building
No refrigerants, so environmentally friendly technology
Low carbon emissions
Use low temperature renewable sources
Use 100 % outdoor air, improving indoor air conditions
Independently control of air temperature, humidity, and CO2 concentration in buildings

List of Annexes:
Annex 5 - Technology datasheet for RACU
Annex 6 - External dimensions and weight distribution of the RACU prototype
2.3.3.2 New Advanced Absorption Chiller
List of Annexes:
Annex 7 - New Advanced Absorption chiller data sheet for Alcalá demo
Annex 8 - P&ID for the demonstration unit of Alcalá demo

2.3.4 Contact Information
2.3.4.1 New Renewable Air-Cooling Unit (RACU)

2.3.4.2 New Advanced Absorption Chiller

Rovira i Virgili University
Mechanical Engineering Department, CREVER
Research Group
Avda. Països Catalans 26, 43007, Tarragona, Spain
https://www.www.crever.urv.cat/en/
Contact: Alberto Coronas (alberto.coronas@urv.cat)
Contact: Juan Prieto (juan.prieto@urv.cat)
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2.4 Optimized Heat Storage
2.4.1 Technology General Description
As introduced in Table 1, this section describes two optimized heat storage technologies:
The molten salt thermal energy storage (MS-TES) and the hot water thermal energy storage
(HW-TES). An optimized MS heat storage medium (HSM) is further described.
Heat storage is a key component in any energy facility, where the energy generation is not
able to follow the demand. Limitations on the management of intermittent energy sources,
such as solar and wind, implies the need of storage capability for several purposes:
-

-

Short-term; Response to daily climatic variations making disturbances in the
instantaneous energy generation, that may be absorbed in a fast response with the
control system.
Long-term; Accumulation of thermal energy in the form of heat with the excess
production of the intermittent technologies to be used in the lack of energy resources.

Sensible heat storage (SHS), which is in WEDISTRICT focus, is a type of storage
technology, in which the thermal energy is stored during changes of temperature of an HSM.
In such systems, heat is transferred to the HSM by raising its temperature and extracted by
cooling the medium down [23]. In concentrated solar power (CSP) plants, liquid HSM have
been preferred over solid ones, as these allow for two set temperatures (“hot” and “cold") or
for stratification, enhancing the stored energy density.
In a single-tank storage configuration, also termed a thermocline, with either nitrate molten
salts (such as solar salt (SS), 60% KNO3-40% NaNO3), mineral/synthetic oils (such as
thermal oil) or water as HSM, the thermal energy is stored as sensible heat in a tank, which
must retain both the storage material and limit thermal energy losses to keep a temperature
change across the storage [24]. Therefore, hot fluid is located in the tank top and cold fluid in
the bottom. The intermediate zone is called the thermocline region and is characterized by a
strong temperature gradient.
A scheme of the three thermocline tank regions is shown in Figure 28.
The vertical location of the
thermocline region varies in
time. During charge, it moves
towards the bottom, and during
discharge, it moves towards
the top.
In a single tank, the HSM has
the advantage of maintaining a
natural thermal stratification
due to the density difference in
the hot and cold fluids.

Figure 28. A scheme of the molten salt thermocline tank.
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In order to utilize this advantage, hot fluid is supplied during charge, in the upper part of the
storage, whilst cold fluid is extracted from the bottom. During discharge, the opposite occurs,
as hot fluid is extracted from the upper part, while cold fluid is supplied to the bottom [25], as
shown. Thus, the temperature is increased during charge and decreased during discharge.
The most significant remaining challenge of today’s TES configurations is the selection of a
proper HSM. As stated in [26]: “Currently identified fluids have either a low melting point but
limited high-temperature stability, precluding their ability to access higher efficiency
thermodynamic power cycles, or the fluids have high-temperature stability but also have a
higher temperature melting point, necessitating the use of expensive heat tracing systems to
prevent solidification of the fluid in the transport piping.”. MS falls into the latter of these
categories and is further described in the following section 2.4.1.1.
In addition, a high-capacity storage medium is typically also desired. The higher the heat
capacity, the higher the energy density in the storage system, thus the lower the amount of
storage medium needed. This results in a reduction of the required tank size and thereby,
reduces the overall cost of the TES [26]. As it is beneficial to have a temperature difference
(ΔT) between the hot and cold storage regions as high as possible, in order to minimize the
storage volume, a type of molten salt is selected in many cases.
The storage tank aspect ratio is defined as the tank height divided by the tank diameter
(Htank /Dtank) and is a key parameter related to performance and economy of the TES
system. Examples of various storage tank aspect ratios are illustrated below, showing (a)
various meshed TES tanks and (b) the CFD-simulation results (after 1600 time steps):
(a)

(b)

Figure 29. Examples of various storage tank aspect ratios [27].

Tank Height

Tank Diameter

Aspect Ratio (H/D)

TES-1 (leftmost)

0.680

0.180

3.778

TES-2

0.500

0.210

2.381

TES-3

0.340

0.255

1.333

TES-4 (rightmost)

0.280

0.280

1.000

Table 18. Examples of various storage tank aspect ratios [27].

It is found that the discharge efficiency in the tank improves with the height of the tank itself,
since the tank height improves the thermal stratification. In addition, a higher aspect ratio
reduces thermal degradation. Thus, “tall” tanks achieve higher energy efficiencies. However,
the height of the tank is limited by construction and economic aspects.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
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The optimum storage tank aspect ratio is a trade-off between technical and economic criteria
[28]. Finally, the aspect ratio also affects the thermal losses. The thickness and stability of
the thermocline region determine the useful energy that can be extracted from the TES [29].
Separation between the hot and cold regions is maintained when the buoyancy forces
exceed the mixing phenomena2. Therefore, it is necessary to control the charge and
discharge processes to guarantee a uniform flow condition at the in- and outlets of the tank in
order to preserve the thermal stratification inside.
During non-operation periods, the energy stored is gradually reduced by heat losses and
mass flow circulation to avoid freezing. When the system is in stand-by, a small amount of
molten salt is pumped through the pipes to maintain temperatures and prevent freezing [30].
In the long term, the charge and discharge cycles affect the performance of the system, as
the temperature profile is flattened due to heat exchanges and mixing. Generally, this
process has several negative consequences, that limit the utilization factor, which is the ratio
between the usable storage capacity and the maximum storage capacity [31].
The energy efficiency of the MS-TES is defined as the ratio of the energy released during
discharge and the sum of the energy stored during charge, subtracted the auxiliary energy
consumption. Actual TES systems achieve efficiencies above 70%, but this value greatly
depends on the geometry of the tank (aspect ratio) and the charge/discharge conditions [28].
2.4.1.1 Molten Salt Thermal Energy Storage (MS-TES)
An MS-TES system stores thermal energy to be utilized at a later period, typically within the
next 24 hours. The conventional two-tank storage system consists of a cold tank, that usually
operates at a temperature of 270-290°C, and a hot tank with an operating temperature of
either 390ºC (thermal oil in parabolic trough plants) or 565ºC (solar salt in central receivers).
An MS-TES single-tank system is a cost-effective alternative to the conventional two-tank
technology, since only one tank is required. Nonetheless, the conventional two-tank TES
system is currently the most commercially developed storage strategy for CSP systems.
In principle, the HSM can be all kinds of liquids, like water, thermal oils, molten salts, etc. A
challenge when using water as HSM is that the system needs to be pressurized (to avoid
vaporization) if temperatures above 100°C are needed. When using thermal oils, the storage
temperature can be raised to 315-345°C3, before pressurization is needed.
On the other hand, when using molten salts, the storage temperature can be raised to 565°C
without pressurizing the tank. In addition, it should be noted that thermal oils, in general, are
approx. four times more expensive (in terms of capital costs) than conventional molten salt.

2

The buoyancy forces are caused by the difference in densities between of the hot and cold fluids in the TES, while the mixing
phenomenon is associated with the forced convection of the charging and discharging processes.
3
Note that these temperatures refer to Therminol 55/SP and Therminol 66/Dowterm T, respectively. At these temperatures, the
expected lifetime of the thermal oils are approx. 7 years. However, if the maximum operating temperature is decreased by 10 K,
the lifetime of the oils with double. Thus, if the maximum temperature is decreased by 20 K, e.g., to 295-325°C, respectively, the
lifetime increases to approx. (7*2*2=) 28 years. Thermal oils that are pressurised, such as Therminol VP1/Dowterm A (requiring
at least 10 bar(a)), have a maximum operating temperature of 400°C but must at this temp. be replaced every 7 years, as well.
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In an MS-TES system, electric heat tracing is required to keep the minimum temperature
above the freezing point (approx. 240ºC for solar salt, however more than 100ºC lower for
the salt applied in WEDISTRICT, see more details in section 2.4.2) and maintain the
temperatures in the event of an extended plant outage.
An advantage of the MS-TES thermocline storage system is that most of the HSM can be
replaced with a low-cost filler material. The low-cost filler material displaces the majority of
the higher-cost molten salt that would be used in a comparable two-tank system.
Ideal filler materials for thermocline storage tanks would need to be inexpensive and widely
available, have a high heat capacity, a low void fraction (reduce amount of salt required), be
compatible with nitrate molten salts, and be non-hazardous. Filler materials, as well as
buoyancy forces, help maintain the thermal gradient.
In brief, the main parameters influencing the design of a thermocline salt tank are:
-

Tank height (L) and Tank diameter (D): Increasing the height of the tank increases the
efficiency of the thermocline storage system. However, the height limit is not generally
imposed according to a thermal approach, but according to structural and technical
considerations. From a technical viewpoint, increasing the diameter leads to the
decrease of the packed-bed flow uniformity in the radial direction, as the flow distribution
will be more difficult to control. The aspect ratio (Htank /Dtank ) is related to the
performance and economy of the TES system.

-

Porosity (): The porosity or the void fraction is defined as the ratio of the fluid volume
and the storage tank total volume. For  = 1, the thermocline tank is only filled with fluid.
The use of a granular filling material is beneficial since it permits to enhance the system
economic viability and to reduce the harmful phenomena of mixing. Nevertheless, certain
issues must be taken into account to select the filling material. An economic compromise
must be found between using an inexpensive filling material and increasing the pump
power. However, the intentions in the project are to apply filler materials (even if the
reasonable questions mentioned above remain).

-

Packed bed particle diameter (dp): The smaller the particle size, the higher the heat
exchange surface between the fluid and the solid. A small particle, according to its
thermal properties, will lead to a low Biot number (Bi < 0.1)4, and therefore the
temperature will be more homogeneous within the material.

-

Molten salt temperatures (Thot, Tcold): The temperature range in the tank has a direct
relation with the storage capacity, and the thermal gradient in the tank.

4

Biot number (Bi < 0.1):
A dimensionless heat transfer coefficient defined that indicates the relative magnitudes of the two heat transfer mechanisms:
convection at the surface and conduction through the solid. A small value of Bi indicates that the inner resistance of the body to
heat conduction is small relative to the resistance to convection between the surface and the fluid. As a result, the temperature
distribution within the solid becomes fairly uniform, and lumped system analysis becomes applicable. When Bi < 0.1, the error in
assuming the temperature within the body to be uniform is negligible.
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-

Inlet salt velocity (vin): The velocity of the salt at the hot inlet side (Thot) is related to the
charge power. The velocity of the salt at the cold site (Tcold) is related to the discharge
power. This velocity dominates the dynamic behaviour of the mass flow into the tank.

-

Thermo-physical properties of the salt and the packed bed, specifically the thermal
conductivity/diffusivity. The heat transfer mechanism between the molten salt and the
packed bed particles, as well as the evolution of the temperature profiles into the
particles will play a role in the homogenization of the thermal profile in the tank. The
combination of molten salt velocity and convection/conduction heat transfer is coupled to
the velocity of the salt inside the tank.

2.4.1.2 Hot Water Thermal Energy Storage (HW-TES)
Hot water tanks are SHSs consisting of insulated vessels using water as HSM. Water is a
relatively low-cost as well as non-toxic HSM with a relatively high specific heat capacity. A
tank with optimized volume, shape, and insulation can store hot water up to <100ºC for daily
cycles (when using water as storage medium at temperatures above 100°C, the storage
system needs to be pressurized to avoid vaporization, as mentioned in section 2.4.1.1).
Hot water tanks can be used in combination with inflexible heat generation units, such as
solar thermal collectors, to collect excess heat during periods with high availability and low
demand. Hot water tanks can also be used in combination with flexible heat generation units,
such as heat pumps, to optimize the heat production based on e.g., energy prices.
Large TES systems are necessary to further decarbonise the DH systems and enable a
more flexible operation. The present experience with TES systems for integration in DH is in
the utilisation of HW-TES systems of up to 50,000 m3 and of Pit Thermal Energy Storage
(PTES) systems up to 200,000 m3. Table 19 lists some common HW-TES technology data:
Economy

HW-TES tanks with a capacity < 100 m3 are expected to have specific
investment costs incl. foundation of more than 400 € per m3, while larger
tanks (> 2,000 m3) are expected to have costs below 150 € per m3
[25]. Annual O&M costs vary between 5-33 € per MWh based on the
method and are mainly required for keeping the tank corrosion free.

H/D ratio

The size and height/diameter ratio have an influence on the heat loss5.
The typical ratio is between 1/1.5 (=0.667) and 1/2.5 (0.400).

Inlet
temperature

Hot water with a maximum temperature of around 95°C. If the tank is
pressurized, higher temperature can be obtained (typically, 100°C120°C or even higher).

Insulation

Typically, about 300 mm insulation (mineral wool). For long-term usage,
a 450 mm thick insulation may be more suitable.

5

Example: Three different HW-TES sizes (500, 1000 and 5000 m3) with an H/D ratio of 1/1.8 shows heat losses of 2.1%, 1.7%
and 1.0%, respectively, per week at Twater = 90°C and Toutside = 0°C, 10 m/s wind speed and 300 mm insulation [25].
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Storage period

Hot water tanks can store heat from a few hours to up to a few weeks.

Volume

Sizes of 500 m3 to 5000 m3 are common for DHC purposes in a
European district heating context.

Table 19. Hot water thermal energy storage common technology data [23].

Steel tanks HW-TES are a well-established technology and commonly used in DH systems.
Currently, a vertical steel tank of up to 50,000 m3 is a standard typical product as thermal
storage for district heating applications. The construction of this storage type can be
achieved above-ground, or partially installed and built into the soil.
The main advantage of this type is that steel can withstand high temperatures and pressures
and is completely watertight. Hence, steel tanks can be used for all kinds of water-borne
district heating and can last at least 25 years.
For large storage solutions (>20,000 m³), steel tanks are challenged by a high specific
material price, not significantly reduced by up-scaling compared to alternatives of such sizes.
Thus, large-scale water tanks are characterized by a considerable effect of economy of
scale. As an alternative to a large-scale HW-TES solution, the Pit Thermal Energy Storage
(PTES) technology is further elaborated in the following (an elaboration of the introduction
given in the D2.1 DHCs Due Diligence report).
A PTES is a large water reservoir lined with plastic linings to retain heat and prevent
leakages, while the top of the storage is covered by a highly specialised floating insulating
cover used to retain the heat and keep the storage tight from rainwater. A patented lid design
(by Aalborg CSP) prevents the accumulation of moisture and allows vapour to diffuse out
from the lid construction, rather than accumulate inside the insulation.
These unique design features help minimize the heat loss of the PTES, thus improving the
efficiency and reliability of the storage and lowering energy costs for the district heating
plants. Excess heat, and/or electricity, can be used to heat up the water in the storage to <
100°C, as illustrated in the conceptual design layout in Figure 30.
When the heat demand increases, the cooled return water from the district heating network is
passed into the bottom of the storage. The heated water at the top is thus sent out to the
consumers [26].
In the last years, there has been a
growing market for PTES in Denmark.
Usually, PTESs are integrated in
district heating systems focusing not
only on storing renewable energy
(e.g., solar thermal) seasonally, but
also for short-term and flexible
storage of heat from sector coupling
concepts, for instance, CHP plants or
industrial waste heat.
Figure 30. Conceptual layout of excess electricity used to store energy in PTES [5].
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While the first larger storages, like in Marstal (Denmark) with a volume of 75,000 m³, were
realised as part of an R&D project, follow-up projects, like in Gram, Dronninglund and
Vojens, were realised without comprehensive scientific support and are currently
commercially used [5]. At the time of writing, the world’s largest PTES was built in Vojens in
2014 and has a volume of about 200,000 m³ [29]. Current developments of PTES solutions
focus on ensuring and documenting a proper lifetime (>20 years) for storages that need to be
operated at 90°C all year, while keeping the capital costs down.
For district heating purposes, hot water at 90°C is generally sufficient. However, if the stored
heat is to be used for electricity production, the storage temperature should be as high as
possible. The higher the pressure and temperature, the higher the efficiency of the turbine.
Integrating a high-temperature (HT-) and
low-temperature (LT-) TES is a possible
configuration that could serve both
district heating and electricity production
purposes.
In Figure 31, a conceptual layout
illustrates the possibility to combine both
temperature ranges.

Figure 31. Conceptual layout of combined TES solutions for DH and electricity production.

The system operates with an MS-TES configuration with heat being exchanged through an
(oil-to-salt) heat exchanger (HEX) to generate electricity through an organic Rankine cycle
(ORC). Residual heat from the ORC is exchanged through another HEX (oil-to-water) to
provide a low-temperature flow for DHC purposes. An electric molten salt heater is included
in the layout to utilize energy from wind farms in addition to the energy harvested from the
sun (parabolic troughs).

2.4.2 Technology Development for WEDISTRICT
As introduced in the previous section, this section presents information about the
WEDISTRICT development of the solar cooling technologies, mainly focusing on the
technology design and engineering.
In WEDISTRICT, two types of storage technologies will be implemented to store energy at
two temperature levels; in one demo site (in Alcalá, Spain), the highest temperature will be
achieved with an MS-TES (around 220ºC) fed by concentrated solar collectors and
supported by a biomass boiler.
In the same plant, flat plate collectors, producing energy at around 95ºC, will be connected to
a water storage. In other demo sites (Bucharest, Rumania, and the Polish demo site,
Bierutow), water storages are connected to a heat pump, on top of conventional solar panels.
Moreover, the Bucharest site plans to use one of its tanks for cold water storage. Therefore,
the storage technologies will provide service at two main temperature levels, as listed below.
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-

A low temperature level (<100ºC), mostly suitable for classical DHC purposes.

-

A medium temperature level (~220ºC), that may be more suitable for process heat,
extending the potential service or a district heating network to some industrial processes
or more effective cooling devices (i.e., with a double-effect absorption systems).

2.4.2.1 MS-TES Development – Thermocline Solution
The molten salt storage tank operating in thermocline mode is one of the technologies that
will be tested in the WEDISTRICT project. An important issue for the application of this
technology to district heating is the lack of an efficient thermal energy storage fluid at low
temperature, having in mind that the State-of-the-Art (Solar Salt, shown as “SS” in the
following figures) has a relatively high melting point (higher than 250ºC, which is the
maximum operating temperature of the district system).
Thus, Fertiberia has developed a relatively low melting point formulation (110ºC), based on
nitrates of alkaline and earth alkaline. This is a eutectic mixture that behaves as a pure
substance, having a unique melting point. Fertiberia has developed the mentioned formula
based on physical, chemical and corrosion properties and demonstrated the feasibility to be
used as storage material for a district heating application.
In WEDISTRICT, all the storage content is deemed usable, as the salt temperature is always
far above the temperature needed for the network supply. However, the salt phase change
temperature in this case is more critical. In WEDISTRICT, the MS-TES system is integrated
with various multi-generation resources for heating and cooling demands. Thus, the TES
system should be able to adapt its operation under variable conditions, as introduced in the
beginning of this subsection (2.4.2).
The design of the single-tank MS-TES thermocline will be based on existing technology,
since the WEDISTRICT heat storage medium has similar properties (i.e., thermo-physical,
chemical, material, and corrosion) when compared to conventional nitrate molten salts.
Using FERT-SALT-1 as Molten Salt
The main ambition in the WEDISTRICT project is to demonstrate the feasibility of integrating
a TES system based on molten salts in a DHC system. This technology has not beforehand
been applied at real scale in DHC.
An innovative, complex, and advanced molten salt developed by Fertiberia, FERT-SALT-1, is
proposed as HSM. This salt is a eutectic mixture of earth alkaline and alkaline nitrates, and
the main objectives and challenges faced by Fertiberia’s new formulations to most thermal
energy storage applications are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expansion of the temperature range
Avoid crystallization issues
Improve physical-chemical properties
Avoid decomposition issues
Reducing volume of salts
Usage of standard material
Environmentally friendly

100 – 600ºC
very low melting point (around 100ºC)
Cp, , kT, 
higher temperature stable compounds.
Unique tank
low corrosivity
stable components, no emissions
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Most of these objectives and challenges have been overcome by the Fertiberia formula,
achieving a reduction in CAPEX & OPEX of 1/3 of the State-of-the-Art. Fertiberia’s formula
range of work is wide and safe for similar applications (compared to both Solar salt and
thermal oils).

Figure 32. Comparison of different formulas on the market and those of Fertiberia.

Physical-chemical properties, such as density () and specific heat capacity (Cp) are
improved, as seen below in Figure 33 and Figure 34.

Figure 33. Properties of Fertiberia salts compared to Solar Salt: Density (ρ).

Figure 34. Properties of Fertiberia salts compared to Solar Salt: Heat capacity (Cp).
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Fertiberia salts (FER S-1 and FER S-2) can be produced in Fertiberia’s sites, mainly in QSr,
located in Cartagena (Murcia region) (see Figure 35 and Figure 36).

Figure 35. Potassium Nitrate installation in Fertiberia-Cartagena site.

The product can be delivered homogenously mixed, by Fertiberia’s mixing installations, using
an innovative system that assures the quality of the mixture. This type of delivery facilitates
the handling and melting of the salt while reducing the need for heat and the temperature in
melting. It is of great value as there are no polluting emissions of NOx during this procedure.6

Figure 36. Mixing installation for Fertiberia’s salts.

6

The thermal storage technology in solar salts that the Fertiberia Group has developed was selected by the Innovation Radar of
the European Union as “European Radar Technology”. This is a recognition of the excellence and innovation that reinforces the
company’s sustainability strategy and enables it to continue its decisive contribution to the energy transition. More information
about the project: https://www.innoradar.eu/innovation/37871.
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FERT has carried out this
work in collaboration with
an R&D sub-contractor
(ICV-CSIC).
A first literature review
was done to analyse the
commercial
suitable
candidates
and
a
thermodynamic modelling
was done supported with
experiments (DTA and
XRD) to select other
possible candidates.
Figure 37. Example of ternary
diagram modelled in Thermo-calc.

Physical mixtures and laboratory works were done to choose the best candidate. The
conclusion from these calculations and laboratory tests was that the best candidate was the
eutectic mixture Fert-Salt-1.
Corrosion properties and physical-chemical properties were developed, necessary to design
the tank. As a result of the mentioned corrosion tests, the best candidate for the district
application has a very good behaviour in comparison to the standard salts in the market,
even at higher temperatures than required for this.
The Fertiberia production site in Cartagena (Murcia region) has all the needed production
units to produce Fert-Salt-1 formulation. In order to produce the salt, plant trials and
purifications have been done at QSr site (Fertiberia production site for nitrate crystals), and a
homogenous and inert mixing methodology has been developed.
This is done in order to produce the salt ready-to-use, which will be an important advance for
the delivery of this product to any application scale. Fertiberia is preparing a trial in a pilot
plant to demonstrate the melting process using the mentioned product.
The advantage of this TES material, compared to the conventional solar salt, is its
operational temperature range and its melting and freezing points. These properties make
the FERT-SALT-1 more suitable to DHC-applications than typical molten salts, which
generally operate at higher temperatures, as previously described.
The WEDISTRICT Molten Salt Thermocline
The molten salt heat storage will be based on a one-tank thermocline configuration. This kind
of storage is not commercially available up-until-now, as opposed to the two-tank
configuration with separated cold and hot tanks, that is the standard in many solar thermal
power plants. In addition, some limitation on the cold temperature of the storage is intended
by testing a new molten salt with lower melting point. The challenge is to operate a
thermocline storage in a practical environment with a cold side as low as 150ºC.
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The upper operation temperature of the salt will be specified by the integration of the
components of WEDISTRICT. Such a temperature is expected to be well below the
operational set-points of solar thermal plants, drastically reducing the expected corrosion of
the structural steel of the tank.
The design of the thermocline tank is based on a cylindrical steel tank with distributors at the
inlet and outlet of the molten salt, and a central region corresponding to most of the volume
with a packed bed. The packed bed has a very important impact on the stability of the
thermal profile of the tank and its capacity.
An important issue is the selection of the structural material of the tank. The operation
temperature of the molten salt tank is foreseen to be below 230ºC, while the current
experience for solar thermal plants is extended above 600ºC, and some experimental testing
of corrosion of selected steel types has been investigated already.
The composition of the molten salt is based on a ternary combination of nitrates (M-NOx),
with M being an alkali such as Na, K, etc.
In a reference for the material selection of the tank [32], a rigorous corrosion analysis for
nitrate-based salts is found. The corrosion results for AISI 304 as reference austenitic steel,
and AISI 430 as ferritic steel is presented in Figure 38.
Here it should be noticed that the corrosion drops drastically with temperature, thus the
expected WEDISTRICT operational range (below 390ºC) allows the safe utilization of
austenitic or ferritic steels.

Figure 38. Corrosion test on AISI 304 and AISI 430 steel.

To avoid solidification of the molten salt, salt connections and pipes are heated by heating
elements [33]. State-of-the-Art information describes how heat tracing is based on electric
wires (see Figure 39 and Figure 40).
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Figure 39. Molten salt pipe heat tracing.

Figure 40 Optimized insulation thickness.

The lower operating temperature of the salt may enable alternative heating options, such as
based on vapour obtained from the biomass boiler.
One of the issues in molten salt tanks is the distribution of the inlet and outlet flow into the
thermocline tank. The homogenous distribution of the molten salt into the tank is provided by
a suitable distributor design.
The technology development for the molten salt storage has advanced in the following steps:
•

Analysis of the State-of-the-Art; evaluating the technological options and previous
experiences with molten salt storage, mostly referred to solar thermal power plants
operating at higher temperatures.

•

Evaluation of the characteristic of the innovative molten salt to be used for district
heating.

•

Analysis of the materials to be used, considering the expected temperature operation.

•

Determination of the main components of the tank and the inputs.

•

Design of the molten salt storage.

•

Model for the behaviour of the molten salt storage.
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Main components of the tank
The main components of the molten salt storage system are:
Vessels

•
•
•

Thermocline storage tank.
Molten salt sump tank.
Hot and cold molten salt surge tank, to act as a buffer for the inlet
and outlet flow into the thermocline tank and for the startup/shutdown of the storage.

Heat exchangers

•
•

Oil/Molten salt.
Steam/Molten salt.

Heaters

•
•

Hot air blower to preheat the porous media.
Molten salt heaters.

Pumps

•
•
•

Hot molten salt pump.
Cold molten salt pump.
Nitrogen pump, for inert loop.

Materials

•
•
•
•

Molten salt.
Porous media.
Nitrogen.
Consider the rest of the exchange material.
Table 20. Main components of the molten salt storage system.

The general scheme of the tank is shown in Figure 41.

Figure 41. Molten salt storage main scheme.
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Design of the molten salt storage
The conceptual design of the molten salt has been done in a 1D model implemented in an
Engineering Equation Solver (EES) model from the information compiled in the State-of-theArt study. A 3-D model of the tank is under development. The design of the storage depends
on the expected capacity, that is optimized by the operation of the entire facility. EES
provides the flexibility to make a parametric analysis against the change of any variable. A
preliminary conceptual design of the tank, including the distributors and the Nitrogen system
is depicted in Figure 42, and the main design parameters for the tank are in Table 21.

Figure 42. Model of the molten salt storage.

Specification

Value

Unit

Storage capacity

2

MWh

Exchange power

411.3

kW

Max. temperature

235

ºC

Min. Temperature

150

ºC

Rock type

quartzite

Tank volume

33.58

m3

Effective volume

30.53

m3

Tank inner diameter (Dsto)

2.785

m

Tank height (H)

5.513

m

Active height (Hsto)

5.013

m

Bed porosity ()

0.25

-

Molten salt in tank

10.68

m3

Rock volume

22.9

m3

Table 21. Main design parameters for design of the molten salt storage tank.
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In parallel to the above, a 1D Finite Element Analysis (FEA) simulation tool is in the process
of evaluating the dynamic performance of the molten salt tank. It will be based on the
resolution of the energy balance equations in the tank. The model is based on the scheme
shown in Figure 43, and on the mass and energy balance on each layer of the tank and at
each phase (solid for the filling material, and liquid for the heat transfer media from the heat
source and the heat sink).

Heat
Dissipation

Heat Source

Figure 43. Model scheme of the molten salt storage.

The model has been validated against the available data in the literature available for the
Solar One plant [34] operating over 8 hours. The molten salt storage system has a capacity
of 170 MWh, with a molten salt HT-43 and a filling mixture of rock and sand.
The same model has been validated against the storage tank of Sandia Lab. This tank is a
prototype of 2.3 MWh, similar capacity of what is expected at WEDISTRICT. The tank is 3 m
in diameter and 6 m in height with the inlet and outlet temperature of 395ºC and 290ºC in a
charge/discharge process of 1.5 h. The solid material is made of sand and quartzite with a
porosity of 0.22. The result of our model with the validation case is shown in Figure 44. The
results are shown in Figure 45.

Figure 44. Result of our model with the validation case.

Figure 45. Model validated against the storage tank of
Sandia Lab.
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2.4.2.2 Hot Water Thermal Energy Storage Development
Regarding the water storage system, the evaluation of the capacity of the tank is pending.
Two options will be considered, the commissioning from a commercial provider, or the
implementation of the same techniques, based on filling material, as of the salt tank.
The calculation of the performance of the tank is in progress fowling a 1D model based on a
Finite Element Analysis with the same tool that are developed for the molten salt tank. The
tank model has been validated against the data from [35] (a tank water between 50.8ºC and
25.9ºC that was discharged during 37.5 min). The tank is 0.4064 m high and 1.4464 m long.

Figure 46. Model validated against the data from Bayon [35].

Water storage is a mature technology based on the accumulation of thermal energy in the
form of sensible heat. The stored energy corresponds to the equation with T as the
temperature different between the low and high temperature set-points of the tank operation:
𝐸 = 𝑚𝑤 ∙ 𝐶𝑝,𝑤 ∙ ∆𝑇 = 𝜌̅𝑤 ∙ 𝑉𝑤 ∙ 𝐶𝑝,𝑤 ∙ ∆𝑇
Hot water tanks for energy storage are insulated steel vessels using water as storage
material. Water is a low-cost and non-toxic thermal storage material with a high specific heat
capacity. A tank with optimized volume, shape, and insulation can store hot water up to
<100ºC for daily cycles, or even more, if it is pressurized. The tank volume is defined by the
storage capacity that is needed for each particular application. In the case of WEDISTRICT,
the temperature difference on the operation of the water storage is in the order of ∆T=30ºC,
what implies a storage energy density in the order of 30-35 kWh/m3.
⇒ E = 993.6

kg
J
kJ
1 kWh
⋅ Vw ⋅ 4.181
⋅ 30 K = 125430 3 ⋅
≈ 34.62 kWh/m3
3
m
kg ⋅ K
m 3600 kJ

The current commercial availability of steel water tanks will fulfil the requirements of the
WEDISTRICT project needs at the installation sites and the room for improvement is only
possible by some innovative changes on the design, that will be analysed to contribute
beyond the common practice of this technology.
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To improve the energy density of the tank, the preferred option is a cheap, solid fixed bed
with low water corrosion. The fixed bed allows to increase the energy density, if the thermal
capacity is larger than the liquid water.
The design of the fixed bed will be done for an accurate control of the stratification, providing
smooth water gradients in the tank. The proposal of such tanks has been done in
combination with phase change materials, as encapsulated paraffin wax (see Figure 47 as
an example). The new design will optimize the storage capacity.

Figure 47. Conceptual scheme of improved water tank [36].

In the standard tank solution, the temperature stratification is a key aspect that finally
reduces the amount of stored energy. Although the maximum temperature is 100ºC the
average temperature of the tank could be 82.5ºC (between 65ºC and 95ºC).
The new design will try to increase this average temperature in order to maximize the
storage capacity. On the other hand, some other innovations will be explored to increase the
energy storage density of the water tank. Stratification may be improved by the aspect ratio
(height/diameter) of the tank or additional internal elements.
The addition of solid internal elements will improve the stratification of the tank, making the
performance more stable for a facility that could be able to have several charge/discharge
daily cycles.
To improve the energy density of the tank, a screening of various alternatives will be done. In
principle, the preferred option is a cheap, solid fixed bed with low water corrosion.
Alternatives based on solid materials and/or the phase-materials will be analysed, and their
techno-economic feasibility will be evaluated and compared. From the feasibility analysis, the
tank to be installed will be chosen based on economic and performance constraints.
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It is intended to achieve an energy density over 30 kWh/m3 for T=30ºC
(approx. 1 kWh/(m3ºC).). The optimized design of the water tank will be procured to external
tenders with technical capacity to manufacture such equipment.
The main characteristics of the tank will be adapted to the WEDISTRICT demo plants. The
tank will store the thermal energy produced by advanced flat solar collectors. The thermal
power of the solar collectors will supply energy to satisfy the demand for cooling (in summer)
and heating (in winter). Therefore, the total charge capacity will be limited by the power of
the solar collectors.
The discharge rate will be defined from the expected hot water demand, taking into account
the contribution of the other WEDISTRICT technologies (e.g., concentrated solar power and
biomass). The final storage capacity of the tank will be defined from optimization, between
solar generation and demand, what will define its volume.
Some alternatives may be proposed for the water storage, all of them likely more expensive
than the one that is for the moment considered on the project implementation. Those
alternatives are the following:
-

Utilization of packed bed material, with accumulated energy in the solid material, and
water acting as heat transfer fluid. This solution will not decrease storage volume, or
energy capacity, and it will be more expensive. Its main advantages are the better
control or stratification and operation, and lower utilization of water.

-

Utilization of phase-change materials (PCM). This alternative can reduce up to three
times the volume of the tank. The choice of the PCM is critical and it should be
adapted to the temperature of the high temperature water lines in the district heating.

-

For the case of WEDISTRICT in Alcalá, Glautaric Acid may be the choice, with a
fusion temperature around 95 ºC. The utilization of phase change material in the
Bucharest site suggests the potential use of paraffin wax with a fusion temperature
around 65 ºC.

-

The cost of any of the alternatives is increased with respect to a water tank.

In regard to tank maintenance, special measures are not foreseen, except for some
predictive maintenance from the monitoring of the performance data and the integrity of the
piping. The water circuit in WEDISTRICT will (mainly) be a close loop, meaning that the
water would be under control to avoid impurities usually present in running water.
However, some water will be added periodically to compensate for leakage – and it is noted
that in the Alcalá water supply, the content of lime is quite high. If no special treatment for
added water is envisaged, predictive maintenance should be enhanced.
The economic aspects must be considered during the design of the system. The optimum
design will be a trade-off between the technical and the economic criteria. The operation and
maintenance costs are essential to long term life of the system. E.g., the tank should be
checked periodically to avoid thermal degradation and corrosion.
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Some water analyses may be done periodically to evaluate the impact of piping and tank
corrosion. Economic considerations will be also done to establish the cost effectiveness of
the innovations that will be proposed during the development of the project.

2.4.3 Technical Documents
2.4.3.1 Molten Salt Thermal Energy Storage (MS-TES)
Annexes:
Annex 9 - Molten salt tank specifications
The conceptual design of the molten salt tank is shown in Figure 48 below.

Figure 48. Conceptual design of the molten salt tank.

This novel storage technology is capable of storing thermal energy from 110ºC to 550ºC, with
physical-chemical and corrosion properties similar to those of Solar Salt.
The novel molten salt (FERT-SALT-1) is simple to melt since it is applied as a single
component ready to use.
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2.4.3.2 Hot Water Thermal Energy Storage (HW-TES)
Annexes:
Annex 10 - Water tank specification

The water storage tank to be installed in Alcalá demo-site will be a 25 m3 tank, to store of the
order of 500 kWh energy, corresponding to approx. 4 days of nominal production from the
low temperature solar thermal collectors, at a temperature difference of 20 ºC.
The technology based on water accumulation is already mature, and very much optimized.
Regarding the Bucharest site, two tanks will be installed to act mainly as energy buffers and
energy mixers, operating at a narrow temperature difference of 8-10 ºC.

2.4.4 Contact Information
2.4.4.1 Molten Salt Thermal Energy Storage (MS-TES)
WEDISTRICT

MS tank design

MS heat storage medium

Partner

UPM

FERTIBERIA, S.A.

Webpage

www.upm.es

https://www.grupofertiberia.com/

Contact person

Alberto Abánades

Javier Palomino Laguna

Contact mail

alberto.abanades@upm.es

javier.palomino@fertiberia.es

2.4.4.2 Hot Water Thermal Energy Storage (HW-TES)
WEDISTRICT

HW tank design

Partner

UPM

Webpage

www.upm.es

Contact person

Alberto Abánades

Contact mail

alberto.abanades@upm.es
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2.5 Low-Emission Biomass Boiler
As introduced in Table 1, the objective of this section is to define the biomass boiler
technology and associated prototype. The sub-sections are completed by each relevant
project partner, here mainly CER as well as CEPSA, KAPE, AAF and ACSP.

2.5.1 Technology General Description
2.5.1.1 Biomass Boilers in General
Biomass boilers convert, via combustion, biomass into thermal energy in typically either
liquid water or steam. In a heat only plant (HOP), the liquid water can be supplied to e.g., a
district heating system. In a combined heat and power plant (CHP), the high-grade heat of
steam can be transferred to a turbine for power production and the remaining low-grade heat
can be transferred to e.g., a district heating system. The biomass is typically constituted by
wood chips, wood pellets, or straw. Other options could be olive stones, nuts, almond shells,
hazelnuts etc. The latter scenario is illustrated in Figure 49.
A detailed description and assessment of biomass CHP and HOP using wood chips, wood
pellets and straw was done by the Danish Energy Agency [37]. The following information is
summarized for HOP only. The main fuels considered in the following are wood chips and
wood pellets.

Figure 49. Conceptual layout design of Biomass CHP with PTES for district heating.

Biomass fuels
Combustion can in general be applied for biomass feedstock with average moisture contents
up to 60 % for wood chips and up to 25 % for straw dependent on combustion technology.
Biomass is characterised by parameters such as humidity, granularity, ash content and
composition, grindability, and density.
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Wood chips are pieces of 5-50 mm in the fibre direction and ash concentrations must not
exceed 3% on a dry basis. HOP boilers can burn wood chips with up to 63% moisture
content. The moisture content is however typically 45% for chips and below 10% for pellets.
Straw and other crops can have high contents of K, N, Cl, S that leads to increased primary
emissions of NOx and particulates, ash-generation, corrosion rates and slag deposits.
Flue gas condensation (FGC) is common practice in biomass boilers firing feedstock with
high moisture content. FGC increases the heat transfer by condensing the water vapour.
FGC is usually fitted in boilers > 2 MW, due to investment increasing, and when burning
moist fuels (50% is a usual figure), because the evaporative heat can be recovered.
Economic specifications
In Table , all values are referring to heat output only. The data is based on [37].
Wood Chips

Wood Pellets

Straw

Investment
Equipment

€/kWth

400 (340 - 460)

440 (380 - 510)

440 (370 - 550)

Installation

€/kWth

290 (250 - 340)

290 (240 - 330)

460 (390 - 530)

Fixed

€/kWth

32.4 (27.3 - 36.9)

33.5 (27.9 - 37.8)

52.3 (43.4 - 59.6)

Variable

€/MWh

1.19 (0.81 - 1.75)

0.56 (0.43 - 0.71)

0.67 (0.49 - 0.88)

O&M

Table 22. Investment and O&M costs with uncertainty ranges for heat biomass plants.

Technical boiler specifications
For biomass HOP’s, the typical capacities are 1 MWth to 50 MWth fuel input. District heating
plants have an average size of 5 MWth to 6 MWth input. Smaller units use grate firing
technology for wood chips, while larger units use a Circulating Fluidized Bed or Bubbling
Fluidized Bed boiler technology.
Combining a HOP with a heat accumulator tank allows for heat outputs that are below the
HOPs minimum output, hence giving the system a broader range for regulating the heat
output. Based on data collected in [37] the following specifications for wood and straw fired
HOPs are found:
-

Auxiliary electricity consumption:
Regulation:
Cold start-up time:
Min. load
Space requirement
Efficiency (referring to LHV) is

-

Technical lifetime

1.7 % to 2.5 % of heat generation
10 % per minute
0.5 hours
20 % (wood) / 50 % (straw)
200m2 per MWth heat output
116.2 % (88 % - 117 %) (wood chips)
101.4 % (90 % - 102 %) (wood pellets)
103.2 % (88 % - 104 %) (straw)
25 years (20 - 35 years)
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Emissions
Since biomass combustion leads to high NOx, measures for NOx reduction are necessary to
comply with emission legislation [38].
Flue gas cleaning processes for biomass HOPs typically include: DeNOx - ammonia injection
(SNCR) or catalytic (SCR), SO2 capture by injection of lime, dust abatement by baghouse
filter. SNCR can reduce NOx emissions by up to 85 % and utilizes e.g., urea or ammonia
water. The aqueous solution is injected in the furnace at temperature range of 850 °C to
1,090 °C [39].
SCR reduces NOx emissions by up to 98 % by injecting vaporized ammonia water in the flue
gas. The NOx in the flue gas is converted into nitrogen and water by aid of a catalyst.
In wood chip fired boilers NOx reductions are about 60 % to 70 % for SNCR and 80 % to 90
% for SCR. SCR is rarely used in HOP due to the cost of catalysts, and since NOx emission
limits can often be reached using SNCR.
SO2 emissions are usually not a problem in HOP firing wood, because of the low sulphur
content in the woody biomass. SO2 is mostly removed with other pollutants by particle filters
and through flue gas condensation. Without condensation, SO2 is expected to be captured in
the bag filter, when injecting hydrated lime.

2.5.2 Technology Development for WEDISTRICT
This section has information about the development of each technology during m1-m11 and
status at the end of this period (m11), mainly focus on technology design/engineering.
There has been a need for tailor made solutions of biomass boilers and silos depending on
each demo site.
To properly design biomass boilers for both sites (Alcala and Bierutów), following actions
were taken:
-

Fuel definition (chemical parameters definition, harsh elements levels)
Flue gas measures definition and characteristics
Working parameters and indicators definition
Boiler drawings and designs

To successfully integrate biomass boilers, the demo sites have been visited Error!
Reference source not found. and Error! Reference source not found.. Adjustments and
consultation of location and installation of the boilers have been made on site. Adjustments in
design criteria have been made for the biomass boiler installations to follow local legislation
as well as the EU regulation.
2.5.2.1 Improved Low-Emission Biomass Boiler
The aim in the project is to procure low-pollution biomass boilers, which are aligned with the
air quality restrictions of the European Commission. The target is to bring NOx emission
close to the current limits for natural gas combustion, while reducing the current investment
needs by 30 %.
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This is accomplished through:
•
•
•
•

•

Designing new furnace geometries to improve air-fuel mixing and combustion air
distribution and pressure.
New temperature control of the furnace.
Air sonification to reduce air infiltration into the furnace.
Integrate an innovative DeNOx system, combining Selective Catalytic Reduction
(SCR) through novel “Catalytic Bag filters” and Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR) by
Ammonia or urea injection. The novel filter lowering the cost of an SCR module by
50%.
Retain particle matter using an already validated dust retain filter, adapted for
biomass plants in WEDISTRICT to have an efficiency above 99%.

Biomass fuels
In the following table, an overall characterization of the biomass fuels used at the demo site
in Alcala can be found. At both the Alcala and Bierutów demo sites, the typology is a forest
splinter obtained in a chipping plant, coming from wood pine without needles, calibrated with
a mechanical sieve, size G50, can be dried forcibly and contained in ashes <3%. For the
case of the Bierutów demo site, a more detailed analysis of the fuels can be found in the Due
Diligence report.
Demo site

Granulometry

Humidity

Ashes

Heat Power

Apparent
Density

Alcala

P63

M40

A6

Average LHV dry

200-350

(Average annual

(Average annual

base 18.9 MJ/kg *

kg/m3

value of 30% in

value 6%,

wet base)

maximum 3-10%)
* At 40 % moisture content.

Table 23. Biomass fuel information for the Alcala demo site.

Technical boiler specifications
The total heat capacity will be 2 units of 500 kW with a total efficiency of 92.5% (related to
the LHV) at full load and 94 % at 20 % load. The auxiliary electric energy consumption is
expected to be 1% of the total heat output. The supply temperature of water to the boiler is
95ºC with a maximum outlet temperature of 130ºC.
There will be no flue gas condenser installed and the flue gas temperature will be 150ºC at
full heat load, or likely up around 200°C for the catalyst.
-

Cold start-up time:
Min. load
Space requirement
Technical lifetime

0.5 hours
20 %
30 m2 per MWth heat output
25 years

The installation in Bierutów will be as followingly described.
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The boiler room and the biomass warehouse are in a building outside on the same level. The
warehouse will be a new construction site and the boiler room will consist of a custom-made
container to install the two new boilers. The dimensions of the warehouse include two
agitator systems to supply biomass. The warehouse will be filled with a discharge hopper.
This discharge will be carried out by a dump truck or with movable floor.
The biomass in the hopper rises vertically through pipes with coreless screws inside. Inside
the warehouse, horizontal augers will distribute the biomass. See Figure 50.

Figure 50 Biomass warehouse and distribution

An efficiency of 89 % is expected referring to the LHV of the fuel. There will be no FGC
installed. The expected flue gas temperature will be 170°C at full load, but possibly 200°C for
the catalysts. The boiler can be fed with solid biofuels close to 10% ash and with ash
sintering temperatures as low as 700ºC.
In the Alcalá demo site, the high-pressure hot water boiler has been designed to run up to
T=210ºC (water temperature), which means 18 bar(g) saturated. The expected supply
temperature is 105ºC and maximum outlet temperature of 140ºC. The furnace is built with a
partially fireproof brickwork lining, flue gas recirculation, and complete water-tube cooling.
The feeding system is installed with 200 mm diameter screws from silo to boiler furnace and
will match the feeding rate to keep a constant working temperature.
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It is expected that the air/fuel ratio will have an excess of 8% O2 at the flue gas.
-

Auxiliary electricity consumption:
Cold start-up time:
Min. load
Space requirement
Technical lifetime

1 % of heat generation
0.5 hours
30 %
50 m2 per MWth heat output
25 years

Emissions
The biomass boiler will be adapted to the most typical local biomass, considering low content
of N2 and compatibility with catalyst.
The boiler will incorporate SCR and dust retention with premium filtration.
Dust Filtration
Dust filtration will be achieved through FabriPak 3-10-64-C, which guarantees below
5mg/Nm3 dust emission in operation. The data sheet can be found in the appendix.
The FabriPak is a bag filter with automatic pulse jet air cleaning. The dust laden gases enter
the bag filter chamber and is distributed to avoid dust impact on the bags. This reduced flow
facilitates easier decantation of the dust through the hoppers.
The bags are supported and sealed by a collapsible stainless-steel snap-band sewn into the
end of the filter bag for easy insertion and removal. A metallic cage with a venturi diffuser
incorporated keeps the bag in a cylindrical shape. The bags are arranged in rows of twelve
units. Above each row there is a pulse pipe connected to the air collector through digitally
controlled valves. As the filter normally works under low pressure, it is necessary to install a
rotary feeder in each dust discharge. Continuous discharge of the dust is necessary to avoid
the creation of dust domes. The emissions will be controlled by Continuous Emission
Monitoring Systems (CEMS), which sample from the stack. The calibration of the probes will
be done according to the measuring procedures for dust, SOx and NOx:
EN 13284-1
EN 14791:2017
UNE-EN 14792:2017
Acid Gas Reduction
The reduction of acid gas in the flue gas can be summarized as follows: Dry sorbent is
injected to reduce acid gases, such as SOx, HF, and HCl. The limitation of SO2 < 5mg/Nm3
is upheld by current installations at 0,22mg/Nm3. The reduction of SOx guarantees a good
performance of the DeNOx catalyst. It is desirable to have the gases at a temperature
around 200°C.
The neutralization of the acid gases is done by the injection of calcium hydroxide, Ca(OH)2,
in the flow of gases. The neutralizer will be stored in a big-bag station. The addition of the
reagent is done before the filter by an over-pressure conveying system. The products and
excess neutralizer reagents will be collected by the bag filter.
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The big-bag is placed over the vibrating bottom and opened through the door located in the
hopper. As the big-bag empties, a continuous tension system pulls the big-bag to avoid its
deformation. The arch-breaker & metering screw operates on a volumetric basis controlled
by a variable frequency drive. Its reliability and precision ensure a continuous extraction and
correct metering of the hydrated lime neutralizer dosage.
The hydrated lime has a bulk density of 450 kg/m3, and can be dosed in a range of 5-10
kg/h. The metering screw operates at 1500 rpm on 0,37 kW, 230/400 VAC at 50 Hz.
The injection of the neutralizers will be done through a polyurethane hose with diameter of
110 mm and a maximum estimated length of 10 m. The reactor will increase the residence
time for the neutralization reaction.
DeNOx Technology
The provided type of bag filter is yet to be determined. An example of the DeNOx
performance would be guaranteeing SO2 < 5mg/Nm3 & NOx < 80mg/Nm3, working with flow
gas temperatures of >170°C to 180°C. The bag will be 100% made in PTFE felts, laminated
with expanded PTFE membrane, and able to work at up to 260°C.
Economic analysis
For the Alcala demo site, the boiler costs for the commercial stage are estimated to 250 €
per kW heat output. The variable O&M costs are set to 20 € per MWh, excluding biomass
costs, but including electricity. The fixed O&M costs are set to 30 € per kW per year.
Maintenance stops depend on fuel ash content. In Alcala it is expected to stop the boiler for
cleaning every 3 months with ashes very close to 10%.

2.5.3 Technical Documents
This section includes a list of the most updated engineering documentation (drawings, data
sheets, technical specifications, manuals, etc.). All listed documents are included as
separate annexes to this document.
List of Annexes:
Annex 11 - Bierutow layout
Annex 12 - Alcalá demo general drawing
Annex 13 - General arrangement – reagent
Annex 14 - Filters general arrangement drawing
Annex 15 - Fabripak datasheet technical data
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2.5.4 Contact Information
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2.6 Data centre Waste Heat Recovery
As introduced in Table 1, this section describes the waste heat recovery concept considered
in WEDISTRICT integrating fuel cell powered data centres with waste heat recovery to
district heating (DC+FC+WHR).

2.6.1 Technology General Description
Waste heat recovery consists of reusing the excess heat of different sources and processes.
DHC is a great system for utilising the excess heat from different heat sinks, the most
common being heating and cooling buildings. This allows for better overall energy efficiency
and reduced environmental impact. As the nature of the heat sources is diverse, it presents
challenges, such as temperature levels, fluid characteristics, and availability. WEDISTRICT
focuses on data centres, a high electricity consuming and heat generating industry. The
challenges are to reduce the environmental impact of DC and reuse the waste heat.
The waste heat recovery concept considered in WEDISTRICT consists of integration of fuel
cell powered data centres with waste heat recovery to district heating (DC+FC+WHR). The
first goal is to supply the DC with power from the FC. However, FC are a CHP system that
also provide heat, which is not useful for the data centre. To improve the overall energy
efficiency of the DC, the heat is recovered for DH purposes. This concept is compared to
conventional scheme of waste heat recovery with heat pumps.

2.6.2 Technology Development for WEDISTRICT
The following section presents a summary of the waste heat recovery concepts evaluated
with their pros and cons. The capabilities of the system are very dependent on the boundary
conditions and data centre design. The waste heat recovery concepts are evaluated
assuming a liquid cooled data centre of 1 MW of IT capacity which has its baseload power
covered by modified SolidPower BG60 fuel cells. The system runs on biogas with an
electrical efficiency of 55 % and exhaust gases temperature of 180ºC. The waste heat is
recovered to a high temperature district heating.
Code
FC
FC_WHR1

Concept
FC powered DC without heat recovery (Figure 51)
FC powered DC with waste heat recovery from the fuel cell to district heating
(Figure 52)

FC_WHR1_APH

FC powered DC with waste heat recovery from fuel cell to district heating and from
data centre to inlet air pre-heating (Figure 53).

FC_WHR2_APH

FC powered DC with cascade heat recovery to district heating and air-preheating
in FC loop (Figure 54)

FC_WHR3_APH

FC powered DC with cascade heat recovery to district heating and air preheating
in cooling loop (Figure 55)

HP_WHR

Conventional DC with waste heat recovery through heat pump (Figure 56)
Table 24. Data centres waste heat recovery concepts analysed.
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Figure 51. FC-powered DC without WHR.

Figure 52. FC-powered DC with WHR from the FC.

Figure 53. FC-powered DC with WHR from FC to DH and from DC to inlet air pre-heating.
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Figure 54. FC-powered DC with cascade heat recovery and air-preheating in FC loop.

Figure 55. FC-powered DC with cascade heat recovery and air preheating in cooling loop.
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Figure 56. Waste heat recovery through heat pumps.

The concepts are evaluated comparing the cooling load of the dry cooler and the amount of
heat delivered to the district heating, with the goal of minimizing the first and maximizing the
second.
With this data the primary energy factor (Pe), the CO2 emissions factor (kCO2), the
renewable energy ratio (RER), and energy reuse factors (ERF) are calculated using the
primary energy and CO2 emission factors from ISO5200.
The results show, see Figure 57, that the heat pump waste heat recovery concept is the one
delivering more heat to the district, almost five times than any fuel cell concept, although at
the cost of having a very high electricity energy use.
On the other hand, the fuel cells allow a minimal use of electricity from the grid, supplying
above 90% of the required power. This will greatly reduce the environmental impact of the
data centre in case of using biogas or green hydrogen.
In terms of waste heat recovery, the high district heating temperatures (above 74ºC and up
to 105ºC) limit the heat transfer with the exhaust gases (180ºC), not allowing to achieve the
90% of overall energy efficiency of the fuel cells. Yet the proposed concepts allowed
recovery of between 15% and 20% of the biogas consumed power (in terms of low heating
value).
Noticeably, the fuel cell air-preheating showed a potential to increase the overall thermal
output by about a 30% in the very cold conditions of Lulea.
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Figure 57. Energy consumption and heat reject of 1MW liquid cooled DC connected to a high temperature DH.

The energy performance from the concepts can be further evaluated with the key
performance indicators. Almost all the waste heat recovery concepts have similar primary
energy factors, with the HP concept having better energy reuse factor but FC concepts
having better renewable energy ratio and non-renewable CO2 emissions. This is strongly
affected by the low non-renewable primary energy and CO2 factors of biogas compared to
the high values for electricity and generic district heating proposed by ISO 52000. The local
conditions and the energy mix of the country need to be considered for selecting the optimal
case. Despite this, in terms of emissions, the fuel cell concepts may have lower CO2
emission factors due to the better renewable fraction of the biogas compared to electricity in
most countries’ energy mixed, although, this needs to be studied in detail according to the
local conditions.
Primary
energy,
Pe

CO2 emission
factor,
kCO2

Energy reuse
factor,
ERF

Renewable
energy ratio,
RER

FC

16891.9

1327.52

0.0%

66.7%

FC_WHR1

14788.2

906.61

12.5%

76.2%

FC_WHR1_APH

14167.3

782.76

16.1%

79.6%

FC_WHR2_APH

14306.1

810.28

15.3%

78.8%

FC_WHR3_APH

13982.9

746.872

17.0%

80.6%

HP_WHR

13753.1

1934.54

46.1%

14.8%

Table 25. Waste heat recovery concepts energy consumption and heat delivered to district heating.

This section is a summary of the analysis of waste heat recovery concepts for data centres.
IREC and RISE have the knowledge and tools to evaluate the performance of these
concepts under other boundary conditions. Evaluation of different DH temperature levels,
locations, energy prices, data centre cooling technologies, and other waste heat recovery
options, such as using heat pumps, can be considered.
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2.6.3 Technical Documents
The following section presents the specification of the waste heat recovery of the fuel cell
powered data centre demonstrator developed for the WEDISTRICT project in Lulea. The
main goal of this demonstrator is to test the feasibility of fuel cell powered data centres with
direct waste heat recovery to district heating. The project aims for an immersion cooling DC
with an IT capacity of up to 22 kWIT.
2.6.3.1 Lulea demonstrator site boundary conditions / constraints
The location influenced the design of the demonstrator in three areas: outdoor temperature,
district heating temperature levels, and availability of fuels.
The outdoor temperatures in Lulea range between a minimum of -30ºC in winter and 25ºC in
summer, with an annual temperature of 1.4ºC. Considering that the data centre will use
immersion cooling, the weather conditions allow to reject the heat of the data centres only
using a dry cooler. Lulea Energi is the district heating operator in the Lulea demo site. The
nominal operation conditions of the DH are summarized as follows.

Supply temperature
Return temperature

74ºC (at 5ºC ambient)
115ºC (at -30ºC ambient)
40-50ºC (nominal is 40ºC)

Nominal pressure supply line

10-12 bar*

Nominal pressure return line

4-10 bar*

Table 26. Lulea Energy DH requirements.

*The pressure varies significantly with the demand,
the actual requirements will depend on the specific site selection.

Finally, as the goal of WEDISTRICT was to increase the use of renewable energies and
waste heat recovery in district heating, only renewable fuels were considered for running the
demonstrator. Hence clean biogas with a methane content above 96.5 % complying with the
Swedish Standard for automotive gas SS-EN 16723-2:2017 will be supplied from Nordic gas.
2.6.3.2 Demonstrator design
According to the project specifications and site boundary conditions, the concept of “fuel cell
powered data centre with waste heat recovery from fuel cell to district heating and from data
centre to inlet air pre-heating” was selected.
On the electric side, the fuel cells operate as the primary source of power, with the power
grid as a secondary power source. As the power requested by the IT-equipment can change
almost instantaneously, when there is a big change in IT-services requested, an intermediate
energy storage is required to cope with the short-time transients/difference between required
and produced power. The energy storage will be a battery pack connected to the ITequipment via a product that is called a compact “UPS”-system.
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On the thermal side, the immersion cooling bath is cooled with a water loop. This heat is
rejected to the ambient air with a dry-cooler and used to preheat the inlet air to the fuel cell in
parallel. The waste heat recovery heat exchanger of the fuel cell is connected to the district
heating substation by an intermediate loop of pressurized water. The layout of the
demonstrator is shown in Figure 58 and the specifications are summarized in Table 27.

Figure 58. Data centre configuration.
Table 27: Specification of Lulea waste heat recovery from fuel cell powered data centre demonstrator.

IT nominal power

22 kWIT

FC electrical supply

18 kWel

Heat supply to district heating

Winter Design
Text= -30C and Tsup=115ºC
5.4 [kW]

Summer Design
Text=15C and Tsup=74ºC
6.2 [kW]

Imported Electrical Power

5.9 [kW]

6.2 [kW]

DH Supply temperature

115 [C]

74 [C]

Gas consumption

2.44 [kg/h]

2.44 [kg/h]

Power usage factor (PUE)

1.100 [-]

1.113 [-]

CO2 emissions

6.69 [kg]

6.69 [kg]

0.116

0.122

0.63

0.59

Energy reuse factor (ERF)
Renewable energy ratio
(RER)*

*

*With CO2 and primary energy factors from ISO 52000.
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2.6.3.3 Annexes
Complementary technical documents
Annex 16 - Brochure BlueGEN
Annex 17 - Installation Manual BlueGEN BG-15
Annex 18 - Submerb SmartPodXL
Annex 19 - SmartPodX & SmartPodXL Installation Manual

2.6.4 Contact Information
Catalonia Institute in Energy Research,
Thermal Energy and Building Performance
Group.
Jardins de les Dones de Negre 1, Sant
Adrià de Besòs (Barcelona) 08930, Spain
Contact: Jaume Salom (jsalom@irec.cat)

RISE ICE,
RISE Research Institutes of Sweden,
Luleå, Sweden.
Contact: Jon Summers
(jon.summers@ri.se)
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3 Conclusions
The development of the different technologies in the WEDISTRICT project has taken place
according to the contextual upgrading equipment in order to fulfil with efficiency and costs
targets defined during the due diligence phase. Thus, synergies between the different
manufacturers and integrators have driven towards the most rational designs and
engineering processes, aiming to facilitate the integration activities.
This document gathers, summarises, elaborates (improves), and concludes the information
of relevance during the first year and a half of the project period.
Within the framework of this report, selected technologies (concentration solar technologies,
geothermal-PV hybridization, solar cooling technologies, optimized heat storage, lowemission biomass boiler and waste heat recovery system) have been individually developed
to a level of pre-industrialization, according to principles of sustainability, energy efficiency
operation and of reduced maintenance. Design, prototyping, testing, and manufacturing has
been performed by the technology developers.
Overall, six technology groups have been presented covering four topics for each
(heating/cooling generation, storage, and recovery), lists of the latest technical documents
(appendices), and technology developer contact information.
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FLT10v Linear Fresnel Collector – Technical data sheet
Description

Performance
Thermal Power P =   S  DNI

FLT10v is supplied with:
Evacuated and selectively coated receiver with secondary
mirror
Weather-resistant tempered glass primary mirrors
Sun tracking drive and motor
Multi-mirror drive which can protect mirrors in case of
bad weather
Hot-dip galvanized metal structure
Sensors to measure:
 Angular position
 Fluid temperature
 Wind speed
Controlling PLC with the following features:
 Automatic / Manual
 Web based remote control
 Safety procedures against:
High wind
Overheating
Lack of flow
 Stowing procedure in case of bad weather
 Highly accurate sun tracking according to
state-of-the-art astronomic formulas
Electric panel at 230 VAC

Efficiency

 = 0.67  KT  KL - 0.032  T/DNI - 0.00018  T2/DNI

where

S = Net Collecting Surface
DNI = Direct Normal Irradiance
KT = Transversal Incident Angle Modifier (IAM)
KL = Longitudinal Incident Angle Modifier (IAM)
T = (Tfluid – Texternal)
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T = Tfluid - Texternal
Efficiency curve in the following conditions: DNI = 900 W/m2; kL=1; KT=1.

Technical data
Sun Tracking: possible along any orientation
Working fluid temperature: hot water: ≤ 220°C,
thermal oil: ≤ 320°C;
Working pressure: hot water: ≤ 20 bar,
thermal oil: ≤ 10 bar;
External working temperature (min/max): 0° - 40°C;
Flow rate (min/max): hot water: 100 - 300 lt/min,
thermal oil: 100 – 300 lt/min;
different ranges available on request (es.: 150 – 400 lt/min)
Wind load:
LIMIT LOAD/WIND SPEED

Structural
breackage Limit I

Functional
Integrity LimitII

1’490 N/m2

1'016 N/m2

Wind speedIII for ground installation

104 km/h

86 km/h

Wind speedIII for roofinstallation
(h≤10 m)

91 km/h

75 km/h

Limit load

On request the HW version is available (High Wind) which can
withstand wind loads up to 1'790 N/m2

Snow load:
Structural
breackage Limit I

Functional
Integrity LimitII

With “vertical” mirrors (standard
safety position)

1'300 N/m2

890 N/m2

With “horizontal” mirrors

1'300 N/m2

600 N/m2

LIMIT LOAD

via Roma, 54 - 47035 Gambettola (FC) - Italy

Angle
0°
10°
20°
30°
40°
50°
60°
70°
80°
90°

Transversal IAM
KT(ϑT)
1.000
0.984
0.958
0.936
0.894
0.851
0.691
0.478
0.252
0.000

Longitudinal IAM°
KL(ϑL)
1.000
0.974
0.909
0.812
0.686
0.521
0.334
0.146
0.020
0.000

I:

ultimate limit to avoid physical breakage of collector structural components.
limit to avoid any deformation in the collector structure;
III: with the mirrors in vertical position, considering a shape coefficient of 1.6, in reference
conditions of Italian regulations:
- wind speed measured at 10 m above the ground,
- in second class of exposition.
For further information refer to the documentation concerning loads on foundations.
For Countries different from Italy, refer to local relevant regulations.
IV: in horizontal position some components can get damaged by an excessive snow load,
jeopardizing the collector functional behavior but not its structural integrity.
°: Longitudinal IAM for FLT10v-72. Values for different models available upon request.
II:

Tel.: +39 0547 52600 - Fax: +39 0547 52756

info@soltigua.com - www.soltigua.com

Measures

l1

Required
length*
(m)
l3

FLT10v-24

25.02

26.02

148.5

83

FLT10v-36

37.35

38.35

222.8

124

FLT10v-48

49.68

50.68

297.0

166

FLT10v-60

62.01

63.01

371.3

207

FLT10v-72

74.34

75.34

445.5

249

Model

Length
(m)

Height (m)

Width
(m)

h

l2

4.95

8.05

Required
width *
(m)
l4

Net collecting
surface**
(m2)
S

9.05

Reference
Thermal capacity***
(kWt)
Pp

* = Valid for solar field internal collectors. For side collectors add 0.50m on external sides.
** = surface of the mirrors below the receiver tube, which is normally as long as the collector. In case of FLT10v-42 the receiver tube is shorter than the collector and the net collecting surface is
calculated accordingly.
*** = corresponding to a specific power of 559 W/m2 at the following operating conditions: TOutlet = 200°C; TInlet = 180°C; TExternal = 30°C; DNI = 900 W/m2; L= 0° and T= 30°.

Drawings
FLT10v

h= 4.95 m

l1
l3
l1 module = 6.17 m

l2
l4
Soltigua™ is a trademark registered by Laterizi Gambettola S.R.L.
Laterizi Gambettola S.R.L. reserves all rights to change any feature of its products at any moment in time without notice.
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PTMx Parabolic Trough Collector – Technical data sheet
Description

Performance

PTMx parabolic trough collector is supplied with:
Selectively coated receiver
Weather-resistant low iron tempered glass mirrors
Sun tracking drive and motor
Hot-dip galvanized metal structure and pylons
Flanged connecting elements to fixed pipes
Sensors to measure:
 Angular position
 Fluid temperature
 Wind speed
Controlling PLC with the following features:
 Automatic / Manual
 Web based remote control
 Safety procedures against:
High wind
Overheating
Lack of flow
 Stowing procedure in case of bad weather
 Highly accurate sun tracking according to
state-of-the-art astronomic formulas
Electric panel at 230 VAC

Thermal Power

P =   S  DNI

Efficiency

 = KL  0.747 - 0.64  T/DNI

where

S = Net Collecting Surface
DNI = Direct Normal Irradiance
KL = Longitudinal Incident Angle Modifier (IAM)
T = (Tfluid – Texternal)

NOTE: Transversal Incident Angle Modifier (KT) equals 1 for parabolic trough collectors
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T = Tfluid - Texternal
Efficiency curve in the following conditions: DNI = 900 W/m 2; kL=1.

The PTMx collector is CE marked and certified according
to EN12975-2.

Technical data
Sun Tracking: possible along any orientation
Working fluid temperature: hot water: ≤ 110°C;
thermal oil: ≤ 250°C;
Working pressure ≤ 9 bar;
External working temperature (min/max): 0° - 40°C;
Flow rate (min/max): hot water: 35 - 100 lt/min;
thermal oil: 50 – 100 lt/min;
Snow load*: ≤ 1’500 N/m2
Wind load: ≤ 1’881 N/m2,corresponding to the
following maximum speed**:
on ground

on roof (h≤10 m)

106 km/h

93 km/h

NOTE: In the standard version, PTMx-30 and PTMx-36 drive withstands a load
≤1'387 N/m2 (corresponding to winds** of 88 km/h on for installation on
ground and 77 km/h on roofs at h = 10m) when the collector is open. In
locations with maximum wind loads greater than this value, the drive could
get damaged if the collectors are left in open position. When stowed, all
PTMx models withstand a wind load of 1'881 N/m2. In automatic mode, the
collectors reach the stowed position if the wind speed is more than 36 km/h.
As an option, for PTMx-30 and PTMx-36 models, it is available an heavy duty
drive that withstand 1'881 N/m2, which can be used on collectors on the
borders of solar fields, where wind loads are highest.

via Roma, 54 - 47035 Gambettola (FC) - Italy

Angle***
0°
10°
20°
30°
40°
50°
60°

PTMx-18
1.000
0.973
0.912
0.820
0.698
0.551
0.385

KL = Longitudinal IAM***
PTMx-24
PTMx-30
1.000
1.000
0.976
0.977
0.917
0.920
0.826
0.830
0.706
0.711
0.561
0.566
0.395
0.401

PTMx-36
1.000
0.978
0.921
0.833
0.714
0.570
0.405

*: With collectors in stowed position. Calculations according to Italian regulations. For
other Countries, refer to local relevant regulations.
**: With collectors fully open, considering a shape coefficient for mirrors equal to 1.9,
in reference conditions as defined in Italian regulations:
- wind speed measured at 10 m above the ground,
- in second class of exposition.
For further information refer to the documentation concerning loads on foundations.
For Countries different from Italy, refer to local relevant regulations.
***: Angle formed between the incident solar beams and the line orthogonal to the
aperture plane

Tel.: +39 0547 52600 - Fax: +39 0547 52756

info@soltigua.com - www.soltigua.com

Measures
Solar field
Length
(m)

Required
length*
(m)

Maximum
Height
(m)

Width
(m)

Required
width
(m)

l1

l3

h

l2

l4

PTMx-18

19.79

20.79

PTMx-24

26.06

27.06

2.55

2.37

4.75
(ideally 7.20)

Model

PTMx-30

32.31

33.31

PTMx-36

38.56

39.56

Number of
collectors
n
1
4
1
4
16
32
1
4
16
32
1
4
16
32

Minimum
required
surface
(m2)
Sr
103
412
134
535
2’140
4’280
162
649
2’596
5’192
193
772
3’087
6’174

Net collecting
surface
(m2)

Reference
capacity**
(kWt)

S
41
163
54
218
871
1’741
68
272
1’088
2’176
82
326
1’306
2’612

Pp
23
93
31
124
496
992
38
155
620
1’240
46
186
744
1’488

* = Valid for solar field internal collectors. For side collectors add 0.50 m on external sides.
** = corresponding to a specific power of 570 W/m2 at the following operating conditions: TOutlet = 200°C; TInlet = 180°C; TExternal = 30°C; DNI = 900 W/m2; L= 0°

Drawings

hmax = 2.55 m

h = 2.11 m

l2 = 2.37 m

h1 = 2.18 m

Maximum height

Side view
l1
l1

Stowed position

l3
l3
Sr= Lutot x Latot

l2
l2
l4
l4

n= n1*n2
Latot= n2 x l4
Latot= n2 x l4

n = number of collectors
n1 = number of collectors in length
n2 = number of collectors in width

Lutot= n1 x l3 + 1
Lutot= n1 x l3 + 1

Soltigua™ is a trademark registered by Laterizi Gambettola S.R.L.
Laterizi Gambettola S.R.L. reserves all rights to change any feature of its products at any moment in time without notice.

SOLAR CONCENTRATOR FOR GK3003S. DATA SHEET
Data

Aperture/gross area, m2

Optical efficiency (0º), %

GK3003_TC-FTC
1,7_10

GK3003_TC-FTC
1,7_20

GK3003_TC-FTC
1,4_10

GK3003_TC-FTC
1,4_20

214/232,4

428/464,7

163,9/178

327,8/355,9

78/74,7/71,3/67,9/64,5
for a 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40% diffuse to global
radiaton ratio (Kteta(0)=1)

80,9/78,6/76,4/74,1/64,6
for a 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40% diffuse to global
radiaton ratio (Kteta(0)=1)

1,747/0,007

2,231/0,009

Heat loss coefficient K1(W/m2
K) / k2(W/m2 K2)

3,823 (variable) x 60,8
x variable

3,823 (variable) x
121,1 x variable

2,995 (variable) x 60,8
x variable

2,995 (variable) x
121,1 x variable

Total weight (kG)

4518

9245

3648,8

7388

Liquid volume in the absorber
(L)

111

222

111

222

Dimensions (AxLxH) m

Concentration ratio

1,764

1,351

GK 3003 collector characteristic parameters
Dimensions (AxLxH) m
Gross/Aperture area (m2)
Absorber plate

5920x2224x135
13,17 / 12,13
High selective aluminum plate laser welded to a coppper 8mm meander with 28mm headers

Optical efficiency referred to
aperture EN12975 (%)

85,7

a1 with wind, referred to
aperture area EN12975
W/m^2_K

3,083

a2 with wind, referred to
aperture area EN12975
W/m^2_K^2

0,013

Liquid volume (L)

11,1

Weight (kg)

275

Maximum working pressure (bar)

10

Stagnation temperature as
defined in the testing standards

212ºC

Mirror characteristics
Concentrator mirror
Mirror solar reflectivity
Mirror tracking error
Mirror dimensions (AxLxH) mm
Number of mirrors

Silver on tempered low iron glass
> 94%
Better than 0,5º
1605 x 1,495 x 4
72 (Two wings)
154 (Two wings)
Additional concentrator data

36 (One wing)

Certification reference number

Pending

Stagnation temperature as
defined in the testing standards

It can be changed by moving the mirrors

Heat transfer fluid
Installation tilt angles

Seenso Renoval. April 2020

Water and propilenglycol mixtures
Between 0º and 90º

77 (One wing)

SOLAR CONCENTRATOR FOR LINUO XL1921. DATA SHEET
Linuo XL1921
TC-FTC 1,7_20

Linuo XL1921
TC-FTC 1,7_44

Linuo XL1921
TC-FTC 1,35_20

Linuo XL1921
TC-FTC 1,35_44

Aperture/gross area, m2

173,12/193,43

335,3/379,8

135,31/151,18

266,18/297,41

Optical efficiency (0º), %

70,9/68/65,1/62,1/59,2
for a 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40% diffuse to
global radiaton ratio (Kteta(0)=1)

68,7/67/65,2/63,4/58,9
for a 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40% diffuse to
global radiaton ratio (Kteta(0)=1)

0,523/0,001

0,659/0,001

4,112 (variable) x
4,112 (variable) x
44,17 x variable
93,3 x variable
2837,4
6118,4
63,6
139,92
1,704

3,264 (variable) x
3,264(variable) x
44,17 x variable
93,3 x variable
2130,7
4625,6
63,6
139,92
1,351

Data

Heat loss coefficient K1(W/m2 K) /
k2(W/m2 K2)
Dimensions (AxLxH) m
Total weight (kG)
Liquid volume in the absorber (L)
Concentration ratio

Evacuated tubular collector characteristic parameters (Linuo XL1921)
2,42x2,05x0,1
5,01
4,46
21

Dimensions (AxLxH) m
Gross area (m2)
Aperture area (m2)
Number of vacuum tubes
Glass tube dimensions
(D_ext/int/thickness/length

47/37/1,6/1920

Optical efficiency referred to aperture
EN12975 (%)

0,642

a1 with wind, referred to aperture area
EN12975 W/m^2_K

0,89

a2 with wind, referred to aperture area
EN12975 W/m^2_K^2
Liquid volume (L)
Weight (kg)
Maximum working pressure (bar)
Stagnation temperature as defined in the
testing standards
Compression connection diameter (mm)
Temperature probe diameter (mm)

0,001
3,18
71,2
10
272
15
8
Mirror characteristics

Concentrator mirror
Mirror solar reflectivity
Mirror tracking error
Mirror dimensions (AxLxH) mm
Number of mirrors

Silver on tempered low iron glass
> 94%
Better than 0,5º
1495 x 1605 x 4
54 (Two wings)

114 (Two wings)

27 (One wing)

Additional concentrator data
Certification reference number
Stagnation temperature as defined in the
testing standards
Heat transfer fluid
Installation tilt angles
Seenso Renoval. April 2020

Pending
It can be changed by moving the mirrors
Water and propilenglycol mixtures
Between 0º and 90º

57 (One wing)
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Abstract

The University of Córdoba will be responsible for designing, manufacturing and testing an
innovative renewable air cooling unit, R-ACU, suitable for installation in a DHC. The idea is to
take advantage of the thermal energy generated in a district heating to power an air cooling
system, which has proved to work with low temperature coming from renewable energy sources.
The renewable air cooling unit proposed in WEDISTRICT, is a Desiccant Indirect Evaporative
Renewable Cooling Unit, composed of an indirect evaporative cooler and a desiccant wheel that
can independently control the air temperature and humidity in buildings, thereby optimizing
indoor air conditions.

2

Technology description

The Renewable Air-Cooling Unit, RACU, proposed in WEDISTRICT is a Desiccant Indirect
Evaporative Renewable Cooling Unit, mainly composed of an Indirect Evaporative Cooler, IEC,
and a Desiccant Wheel, DW, that can independently control the air temperature, the air humidity
and the CO2 concentration in buildings, thereby optimizing indoor air conditions.

Figure 1. RACU prototype.

RACU was designed to be installed in a District Heating and Cooling, DHC. The idea is to take
advantage of the thermal energy generated in a district heating to power the air-cooling system,
which has proved to work with low temperature coming from renewable energy sources. The

3

technology is intended for HVAC applications with high Indoor Air Quality requirements such
as schools, offices, hospitals and others.

2.1

Main components of R-ACU

RACU is composed of several HVAC elements in order to handle the air: a desiccant wheel, a
heating coil, an indirect evaporative cooler, several variable speed fans and air filters. The purpose
of the main components, DW and IEC, are to dry and cool the process air of the system to dew
point values lower than those of conventional dehumidification systems, based on vapor
compression.

Figure 2. Main components of RACU prototype: DW (left) and IEC (right).

4

2.2

Technical characteristics

The main characteristics by RACU technology are shown below.
Parameter

Value

Unit

Nominal cooling capacity

18

kW

Nominal supply air flow rate

2880

m3/h

16

kg/h

Supply air temperature

18

°C

Supply air pressure

140

Pa

Capacity

Nominal dehumidification
capacity

Hydraulic and electrical requirements
Inlet/Outlet water temperature

85/65

°C

Water flow rate

0.6

kg/s

Electrical supply

380 V; 50 Hz

Power supply requirement

4

kW

Dimensions and weight
Length x Width x Height

4.87 x 1.63 x 1.71

m

Weight

1550

kg

Dimensions and free space required:

5

3

Advantages of RACU

The main advantages of using the RACU technology are:
-

Low environmental impact.

-

Low energy consumption for cooling the building.

-

No refrigerants, so environmentally friendly tech.

-

Low carbon print.

-

Use low temperature renewable sources.

-

Use 100 % outdoor air, improving indoor air conditions.

-

Independently control of air temperature, humidity and CO2 concentration in buildings.

6

C. New Advanced Absorption chiller data sheet for the demonstration unit of Alcalá
Component
Evaporator
Absorber
Generator
Condenser
Solution pump

Parameter
Cooling rate (kW)
Water flow rate (kg/s)
Heat duty (kW)
Water flow rate (kg/s)
Heating rate (kW)
Water flow rate (kg/s)
Heat duty (kW)
Water flow rate
Nominal flow rate (kg/s)
Power (kW)

Value
99.6
4.75
122.5
5.86
110.9
5.27
105.6
5.86
0.734
0.63

D. P&ID for the demonstration unit of Alcalá

Molten salt tank specifications

Specification
Storage capacity
Storage time
Max. temperature
Min. Temperature
Molten salt flowrate
Exchange power
Molten salt type
ρs
ks
cps
ds
Effective volume
Tank inner diameter (Dsto)
Tank material
Tank height (H)
Active height (Hsto)
Bed porosity ()
Bed-free volume in tank
Molten salt in tank
Rock volume
Insulation
Insulation thickness
External transfer coefficient
U
Q loss
Standards

Value
Unit
2
MWh
4.862
h
235
ºC
150
ºC
3.8
kg/s
411.350
kW
Quaternary
mixture
2640
kg/m3
5.38
W/m·ºC
1105
J/mol·K
0.04
m
30.53
m3
2.695
m
Carbon Steel A516
GR 70
6.513
m
5.351
m
0.25
3.045
m3
10.39
m3
22.9
m3
Cellular glass
0.3
m
10
W/m2-ºC
0.2566
W/m2-ºC
2996
W
ASME VIII

Nos reservamos todos los derechos de este dibujo. El plano no debe ser
reproducido ni revelado a terceros sin nuestro consentimiento. No debe
ser utilizado por el receptor o por un tercero de forma inadecuada.

SECTION VIEW (BOILER 1 + BIOMASS SUPPLY + FILLING SYSTEM)

ISTNIEJĄCY KOMIN
detail breakthrough
for agitator
recommendation:
cover for
access opening

fire protection wall

access opening
shutter min. EI 30

insulation
(stone wool) min. A2, density ca.150kg/m³
with melting point> 1.000°C closing
the wall opening tightly

manuell openable
extinguishing system - HLE
min. DN20 included
closing valve

The wall passage must be in the wall

Temperature monitoring in
the fuel storage room

sheet metal cover - both sides
sheet steel min. 1,5mm sheet thickness
min. 10x over the scope bolted on each side
This planning is based on the Austrian TRVB 118 H.
All fire protection requirements must be checked and adhered to by the
customer.

Boiler Detail
+ Integrated Electrostatic Filter

SECTION VIEW (BOILER 2 + BIOMASS SUPPLY + FILLING SYSTEM)

ISTNIEJĄCY KOMIN

SECTION VIEW (DETAIL BOILER 2 + CLOSED TROUGH FOR SEPARATE DRIVE)

INSTRUCCIONES DE SEGURIDAD
Se deben instalar rejillas para proporcionar la
suficiente entrada de aire fresco a la sala de
calderas (Según normativa de cada país.)
Tener especial cuidado al abrir la puerta de la
sala de calderas. No dejar la puerta de la sala de
calderas abierta cuando no exista la supervisión
de un operario.
Cortar la tensión eléctrica de la instalación antes
de abrir la unidad BioControl/T-Control o al
realizar cualquier trabajo de mantenimiento.
No está permitido almacenar combustible o
cualquier otro material en la sala de calderas.
La caldera debe estar apagada mientras se
realiza el llenado de pellets o astilla en el silo.
El acceso al almacén de combustible está
prohibido a personas no autorizadas
Si la capacidad del almacén de pellets es más
de 20m3, se debe tener la suficiente
ventilación para renovar 3 veces cada hora.
Además:
· Prohibido fumar, encender fuego y cualquier

tipo de fuente de combustión.

· Proteger los pellets de la humedad.
· Riesgo de lesiones debido a piezas móviles
· Mantener a los niños alejados.

En caso de ser necesario entrar en el almacén
de combustible:
· Ventilar el almacén durante al menos 30

minutos antes de entrar.

· Trabajar siempre con la supervisión de otra

persona en el exterior.

· Apagar la caldera y desconectar de la

corriente eléctrica.

Agua de calefacción:
El agua del circuito de calefacción será según la
normativa ÖNORM H 5195 y/o EN 12828 y/o
VDI 2034.

KTM 500

Conexión a tierra:
Toda la instalación de calefacción deberá
conectarse a tierra. En las instalaciones que
funcionen con pellets también se deberá
conectar a tierra la boca de llenado de pellets
Storz A110.

SUPPORT BEAM

1100 L

Conexión eléctrica:
Para las calderas Firematic (349-501), BioMatic,
BioFire (opcionalmente Firematic 20-301), la
conexión eléctrica tiene que ser: 3x400V + N +
PE, 50 Hz ; fusible máx. 16A para Firematic y
20A para BioMatic y BioFire.
La conexión eléctrica para la caldera (Firestar,
Pelletstar, Pelletfire y Firematic 20-301) es:
230V + N + PE, 50 Hz; fusible máx. 10A.
Para protección personal se debe prever un
térmico de protección FI.

500 kW

BOILER 2

WARSZTAT + STACJA TRANSFORMATOROWA

500 kW

Acústico:
HERZ recomienda que todo el sistema de
calefacción (caldera, extractor de combustible,
chimenea, recogedor de partículas, tubos de
calefacción, etc.) tenga conexión
antivibraciones. En particular se recomienda
instalar un sistema de antivibración antes y
después del equipo de separación de partículas.

0
60
Ø2

BOILER 1

Chimenea:
La chimenea debe ser resistente a humedades y
de acuerdo a la norma EN 13384 para su cálculo
y dimensionado. El tubo debe tener una
inclinación vertical constante y con aislamiento
térmico. Se debe incorporar una válvula con
regulación de tiro y trampilla antiexplosión.

Ø2800

SOPORTES PARA SISTEMA DE
EXTRACCIÓN DE CENIZAS

RECOMENDACIONES PARA EL MONTAJE

GROUND VIEW
SECTION VIEW (ASH DISCHARGE SYSTEM)

La caldera debe funcionar únicamente con el
combustible especificado por el fabricante.
Las cenizas deben ser vaciadas en otro
contenedor y dejar que se enfríen al menos 96
horas antes de ser eliminadas.
Antes de llevar a cabo cualquier trabajo de
mantenimiento se deben leer las instrucciones
de seguridad.
Se deben cumplir todas las instrucciones de
seguridad del manual.

Depósito de inercia:
HERZ recomienda para todas las calderas con
alimentación automática el uso de un depósito
de inercia. Para calderas de llenado manual, el
depósito de inercia es obligatorio.
Antihielo:
El sistema de calefacción deberá ser llenado por
el instalador con la cantidad adecuada de
líquido antihielo.
Protección contra incendio:
Herz recomienda instalar un sensor de
temperatura en la sala de caldera en vez de un
sensor de humos.
Elementos constructivos:
Todos los elementos constructivos de sala de
caldera y silo deberán cumplir con la normativa
de resistencia al fuego. El incumplimiento de
dichas normas no será responsabilidad del
proveedor de calderas.
*Se reserva el derecho a modificar datos.

www.energycer.com
CHECK BOILER ROOM LEVELS AND SILO
PENDING LOCATION OF WATER TANKS
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DN350
Ash

CHI
DN500
VEH

MC
RNH

T-05
FM

T-04

H-101

H-102
T-02
INT-01
T-03
VC-1

[SC]
50.40 m²

Boiler general dimensions
DAS

T01

[AC]
17.36 m²

[EL]
16.80 m²

[OF]
16.08 m²

[WC]
7.08 m²

Schematic feeding system
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FabriPak 3-10-64-C
DATASHEET
OT31900014

TECHNICAL DATA
Type of collector
Size
Arrangement
Operation mode
Number of total bags
Number of compartments
Net filtration area
Total filtration area
Bags per row
Solenoid valves
Paint
Total weight
Design pressure
PERFORMANCE
Flow
Temperature
Bag material
Bag diameter
Bag length
Net filtration ratio
Gross filtration ratio
Pressure drop
Cage material

m2
m2
Vac; Hz / Vdc

Kg
daPa
m3/h
ºC

mm
mm
m/min
m/min
daPa

Filter control unit
COMPRESSED AIR FOR BAG CLEANING
Consumption
Nm3/h
Required pressure
bar
Compressed air ISO 8573-1
DUST EXTRACTION
Number of hoppers
Type of hopper
Minimum wall angle
EXTRACTION VALVE
Rotary valve
Units
Size
mm x mm
Motor power
kW

Revision 00.0

FABRIPAK
3-10-64
C: with support steelwork, safety ladder
and banister on top
OFF-LINE
192
3
160
240
8
230; 50 / 24 (to be defined)
Exterior: C3 H
Interior: without paint
4.500
600
8.300
180 (to be defined by boiler
manufacturer)
DeNOx bags (filer media + catalyst)
130
3.000
0,86
0,58
150
Galvanized (to be defined in function of
the composition of the gases)
PLC
12
6 (to be confirmed)
2.4.2
3
Pyramidal
55º
3
200 x 200
0,50
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